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Cashier Charged With
Embezzling School Funds
by Mary-Margaret Walsh
Executive Editor
Former Fairfield University
cashier, Arlene (Toby) Bender, was
arrested and released on a $1,000
bond on April 12 for the alleged
embezzlement of over $20,000
from university funds.
Bender was an employee of
Fairfield University from 1976 until
1981. She is charged with first
degree embezzlement and will be
arraigned in court on April 20.
The alleged embezzlement was
first suspected this past November when Bender called in sick.
Her supervisor took over her job
and noticed that the cash
amounts appeared to be short.
University officials eventually
called in auditors Coopers and
Lybrand and proceeded to investigate until the police were called in
on April 7.
The suspected embezzlement
was covered by Fairfield University's insurance policy under crime
and embezzlement.

"There are no indications that
anyone else was involved in the
suspected embezzlement," stated
Mr. William Lucas, Controller.
Lucas explained that the auditors suspected that Bender did
not allegedly take the money from
the cashier's service over the
period of her total years of
employment.
According to Murray Farber,
Public Relations Director, it is
suspected that most of the accused embezzlement took place
during the last six months of her
employment.
The cashier service will continue to operate as a service to
Fairfield University's campus,
according to Lucas. However,
there will be internal changes of
"double checks" on the money.
Currently, a temporary cashier
was hired through an agency to
take Bender's job.
When asked about the problems
of the cashier service, Lucas
stressed that when dealing with
"cash and human nature there are

Sets
Shuttle Fee at $64
by Dave Scott
Staff Writer
Approximately 223 students
residing off campus next year
have signed up for the beach shuttle. For this service, an additional
$32 per semester will be added to
their tuition bill.
Dean William Schimpf, of Student Services, explained that with
the present number of students
signed up for the beach shuttle,
the added shuttle fee will be
required to insure the shuttle of
running 70 trips per week.
The shuttle service to town is
available to all students. The cost
will be included in the residence
fee, while the continued service to
the beach will only serve those
students carrying identification
cards indicating their payment for
the added privilege of the beach
route.
Dean Schimpf went on to say
that once a price has been agreed
to there can be no changes made.
The addition or reduction of beach
runs will be the result of student
response, meaning that the num-

ber of trips could vary throughout
the year.
It is estimated that 350 students
will be residing on the beach.
Upon hearing that only 223 students had indicated interest in the
beach shuttle, University Council
member Jerry Sargent remarked,
"I was disappointed in the
response, we were expecting
close to 300 sign ups." Sargent
explained that this number may
not have been achieved because
of the indecision some students
are facing regarding beach house
leases. F.U.S.A. president, Sean
McAuliffe, also expressed surprise over student response. He
stated, "I was hoping for about
320. Students should realize that
by not signing up they are just
hurting themselves. The shuttle
fee could work out to their advantage if only students would unify."
Dean Schimpf said that within
the next few weeks precise figures
indicating cost and modification
of service will be achieved. "I think
most students are pleased about
the compromise," commented
Schimpf.

no foolproof systems. Nothing will
prohibit or tell us until after the
fact."
Fairfield University's Business
and Finance department are looking into other alternatives for the
cashier service. They are seeking
the advice of local banks and are
examining the possibility of using
computers. Next year the cashier
service will be moved to Bellarmine Hall along with the Business
and Finance department.
Although the suspected embezzlement was covered by insurance,
"there are no winners in this type
of situation," commented Lucas.
"We feel that a gross injustice has
allegedly taken place."

Carl Gustafson, Jay Ricci, and Mike Bentivegna are recipients of the Student Achievement Awards presented by Robert Brennan, Jr., President
of the Fairfield University Alumni Association. Janet Canepa (center) is
the recipient of this year's Loyola Medal. Missing from the photo is Ken
Daniels, who also will receive a Student Achievement Award.
[Photo by Lorraine Crowe]

Students Garner Awards
by Elizabeth Kline
News Editor
Fairfield University's Alumni
Association named four seniors to
be the recipients of the Student
Achievement Award and one senior to be the recipient of the
Loyola Medal. These seniors are
honored for their "specific service
to a campus organization, community project, or specific role in an
organization," stated Richard
Popolowski of the Alumni Association.
Since 1979, the Alumni Association has awarded the Student
Achievement Award. This year
Mike Bentivegna received the
award for outstanding service to
student government as FUSA
President. Kenny Daniels received

the award for outstanding service
as a varsity basketball athlete;
Carl Gustafson for oustanding service as Editor-in-Chief of THE
MIRROR; Jay Ricci for oustanding
service in Campus Ministry.
Janet Canepa received the Loyola Medal, which has been awarded since 1952, honoring her for her
leadership and campus involvement.
"A committee composed of faculty, alumni, students and administrators sit down and review
nominations," stated Popolowski
describing the selection process
for the awards. The ten member
committee reviewed approximately
thirty nominations from the
administration, faculty, and senior
class. Popolowski went on to say,
"If someone was nominated for

the Student Achievement Award, it
doesn't necessarily^ mean he
couldn't be named for the Loyola
Medal award."
Honored for his involvement in
student government, former FUSA
President Mike Bentivegna stated,
"I'm very excited and honored. I'd
like to thank the Alumni Association very much for this award and
at the same time congratulate the
other student recipients." The
selection committee considered
Bentivegna's involvement in junior
year as Assistant Director of SEC
and Vice President of the Beach
Association. In his sophomore
and junior years, he served as a
member of the University Council.
As a freshman, Bentivegna was a
disc jockey for WVOF. He is a Marcontinued page 2

Drinking Age Bill A waits
Governor's Approval
by Richard Swietek
Executive Editor
In an effort to reduce the
number of accidents and deaths
attributed to drunken drivers in
the state, the Connecticut
legislature passed a bill last
Wednesday to increase the legal
drinking age from 18 to 19.

Connecticut follows states
such as Maryland, Maine, California and Arizona which have increased their age limits or stiffened penalties against driving while
intoxicated.
Originally, a bill was passed by
the State House of Representatives to move the legal age to 20,
but the Senate in an extremely
close vote chose to raise the limit
by only one year. The bill was then
sent back to the House where it
received unanimous support.
It will be approximately one
week until Governor Thomas
O'Neill will see the bill, but the
governor has stated that he will
sign it, thereby putting the law into effect on July 1.
Amelia Mustone, State Senator
from Meriden, Ct. commented that
legislators at the capitol wanted
the limit to go into effect before
schools open in September. Sen.
Mustone cited a study done in
Michigan as evidence that an increase in the drinking age reduces
crash rates among teenagers.

Blood pressure screening was one of the free health services the Health Fair provided last Thursday in the
Oakroom. Junior nursing student, May-Britt Sten, is checking Al Naples' blood pressure. The Student Nursing Association and A.E.D. in conjunction with the Fairfield Board of Health, the Fairfield Nurse's Association, and the Fairfield Department on Aging sponsored the fair. Patti O'Keefe, president of the S.N.A., stated
that approximately 250 people from the university attended the fair to take advantage of the "informative
booths run by students in terms of health promotion and disease prevention."
[Photo by Vincent DeAngelis]

The study showed there was a
28% reduction in fatalities and accidents among young drivers after
Michigan raised its drinking age.
Senator Mustone added that
testimonies by parents and grass
roots groups also helped to sway
the opinions of many legislators.
As the senator stated, "I think the
sentiment on everyone's part was

that something should be done."
Mustone commented that in her
past three years as a legislator she
never voted to raise the drinking
age, but the arguments she heard
caused her to reconsider and
move in favor of the new age limit.
Mustone hoped that the state
would see a significant drop in the
number of accidents and traffic
deaths attributable to 18 year olds,
but she added, "Some responsible
teenagers will be denied the
priviledge of being able to drink."
Connecticut is now looking to
its neighboring state of New York
to pass a similar law. Legislators
hope to prevent young people
from going over the border to New
York whose present drinking age
is 18.
A recent bill proposed by New
York State Senator Frank Padavan
to increase the age limit to 19 is
being circulated for sponsors, and
according to John Kostas, press
secretary for the senator, the bill
looks as if it will surely pass with
few complications.
Kostas stated that, "In New
York fatalities due to drunk driving
are the fifth leading cause of
death overall and the first leading
cause of death in the 16-20 year
old age group.
Kostas added that if the bill
shows positive results a plan will
be undertaken to increase the age
as high as 21.
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Mirror Images: Big Brothers Grow In Force
Elizabeth Bartus
News Editor

school.
The counselors here were not
receptive to the program. Ryan
stated the counselors believe,
"there's no structure with the program here."
Margie McCormick and Mr.
Carleton Troutner, Director of Big
Brothers and Big Sisters of Fairfield County, then met separately
with Charles Fowler, the Superintendent of Schools in Fairfield.

"We need to bring order to the
program," stated Senior Margie
McCormick, co-chairperson of
Fairfield University's Big Brother
program. Leo Ryan, an active Big
Brother, feels "the interest is
there, but we don't have any direction now."
The presently unchartered
group has grown from a small, informal program of ten to fifteen
participants to a continually increasing program with approximately fifty members at this time.
With the elevating number of
students volunteering to be Big
Brothers this academic year, it has
become evident that certain legal
procedures must be followed. Joe
Luglio, co-chairperson, said that,
"no records were kept in the past.
This is being changedAn inevitable conflict arose
when Mr. Elliott Rubin, a guidance
counselor at McKinley Elementary
School in Fairfield, could not supply enough Little Brothers from
his school, as he had in the past.
He suggested the Fairfield students speak to a counselor at Fairfield Woods Junior School concerning the formation of Big Brother
relationships with boys at this

Thirmin Milner, the first elected
black mayor of a major New England city, kicked-off the 6th annual
Horizon Weekend on Friday night
wfth a speech on black political
power.
The newly elected mayor of
Hartford spoke before some 30
students in Gonzaga Auditorium.
As Mr. Mitner pointed out, the
gathering represented some 30%
of the minority population at Fairfieid. However, He then added as a
result of the Reagan cutbacks in
education, "When I return In two
years, this (30 students) wilt probably be your total minority population unless things change."
Mr. Milner, whose visit here was
sponsored by UMOJA and the
Spanish American Student Association (SASA), talked on a variety
of subjects ranging from his
beginnings as a civil rights worker
under Or. Martin Luther King in the
60's to the emergence of the Klu
Klux Klan in Connecticut today.
The mayor indicated that he

and the traditional screening process is too lengthy,
students are not here year-round,
Big Brothers are now going to
be requested to file a monthly progress report. Fund raisers are being planned to aid the group financially. Ryan and McCormick also
developed a general philosophy
and set of guide lines for the Big
Brothers this year.
According to the philosophy,
"Big Brothers is a one-to-one program emphasizing a very special
kind of relationship." The group
provides "friendship and companionship" for the boys.
The ideally long term relationship gives the child, "someone
that's all his," stated McCormick.
She continued, "The degree of involvement expected is different"
from every Big Brother, and the
relationship "is what you make of
it."

Achievement Awards
Honor Students
(Cont'd, from Page 1)

Hartford Mayor Visits Campus
by torn Callahan

They each sought to arrange a
situation where the University's
Big Brother's could share their enthusiasm with the community.
Fowler suggested three areas
for them to make contact with in a
letter he sent on March 31, 1982
after consulting with Ann Black,
chairperson of Pupil Services.
These areas included a meeting
with the counseling and psychology staff of the school
' system, a presentation to the Fairfield PTA Council, and establishing contacts with the Fairfield
Child Guidance Clinic.
The group is now working with
Mr. Troutner to accomplish these
objectives. They are also trying to
ally themselves with the national
program. In order to become part
of the Bridgeport Chapter, rules
concerning commitment and Big
Brother screening will have to be
modified due to the fact that

would be more worried about
racism if It were anything more
than "an unfounded fear brought
on by total ignorance."
Milner is unaccustomed to his
new role as a regional figure. His
election has created speaking
engagements in such places as
Atlanta and Washington, D.C.
Oespite his fame, Milner would
rather not. be seen as the first
black mayor In New England but
rather" the mayor of Hartford who
also happens to be black."
He feels as though he has been
put in a large fishbowi white
critics wait for him to make his
first major mistake. His aim is "to
prove that black mayors are no different than any other."
Mayor Milner expressed his
displeasure at the recent increase
in the drinking age in Connecticut.
"It Is not going to help in the high
schools. Anyone who wants to
drink is still going to be able to."
The tone of his address was that
"blacks are not using their full
power at the ballot box." As in

Hartford, he said the potential to
elect a black mayor Is there In
places tike New Haven, Bridgeport, and even New York City.
Milner refused to announce his
support for any candidate in the
upcoming races for U.S. Senator
and Governor. Although he mentioned his friendship with Toby
Moffett, Gov. William O'Neill and
gubernatorial candidate Ernest
Abate, Milner would prefer to remain uncommitted until after the
primaries.
He urged young people to become aware of the political process. Without their support Milner
stated, "We are not marching, I am
just walking by myself."
Mr. Milner praised the efforts of
UMOJA and SASA saying they
help to increase minority awareness on campus. Milner remarked,
"When I first heard about a minority weekend 1 thought it would be
just that. There was a time when
the minorttes at Fairfield were only here on weekends."
Tom Callahan is a former MIRROR
executive editor.

keting major.
Kenny Daniels received the
award based on his involvement
as a varsity basketball player, R.A.
for Upward Bound program, member of OMOJA, and his internship
last summer at the Yale University
Economic Association. Daniels
stated, "I was really surprised and
pleased I won something like that.
I feel I've worked hard. Something
like this shows it pays off."
Daniels is an Economic major.
"It was an honor to receive the
award. I was surprised and excited
that the newspaper received recognition," commented Carl Gustafson who received the award for
his involvement as THE MIRROR'S
Editor-in-Chief. Gustafson pursued a double major in Philosophy
and English. For four years, he
worked on THE MIRROR. During
his junior year he served as Arts
and Entertainment editor. Also, he
was active as a photographer for
the Groundstar for four years. In
his sophomore year he served on
the Dean's Council, and as a
senior he was a member of the
Senior Honors Program.
Psychology major Jay Ricci was
honored for his outstanding service in Campus Ministry. "I was
surprised and never expected

this," stated Ricci. From sophomore through senior year, Ricci
was involved in Campus Ministry.
"I was installed in February of
sophomore year as a Eucharistic
minister," recalled Ricci. In his
junior and senior years, Ricci was
involved in the campus' Hunger
Action Coalition.
Janet Canepa received the Loyola medal which is the "highest
award given on campus. It's the
leadership award," explained Popolowski. Honored for her involvement as co-chairman of Freshman
Orientation and co-chairman of
Senior Week her junior year, R.A.
her senior year, tour guide for all
four years, Canepa stated, "I was
surprised about receiving the
award." The Marketing major further commented, "I consider it a
great honor to be recognized by
the university. I've enjoyed my
four years here and the people
who have helped me along the
way."
The Alumni Association honors
the Student Achievement Award
recipients at a dinner April 30.
They will receive an angular pylon,
similar to a trophy, as a symbol of
their achievements. Canepa receives the pewter Loyola Medal
and a $100 gift at commencement
exercises.

Cross Sections:
How Will The New Drinking Age Effect Students?
Photos and Responses Compiled by Lorraine Crowe and Helen Brickfield

"Campus events will have to be
reorganized so that they are dry,
which will limit the turnout. Otherwise they will have to exclude
those under age causing a severe
loss of money for the sponsors."
Christine Eichhorn
Economics, 1983

"I feel that raising the drinking
age to 19 will not keep alcohol out
of the hands of those that are
underaged since they will still be
able to attend parties where the
drinking age will not be strongly
enforced. However, it will unfortunately prevent underclassmen
from attending many of the social
activities comprising college life."
Michael Archbold
Accounting, 1982

<LI>
"In the least it will create great
inconveniences for those affected
by the new law. Impromptu and
floor parties will have to be
redesignated and the Stagger Inn
will suffer losses. At most it will
create envy, hostilities and a
"class distinction."
Richard Frank
Marketing, 1983

"I think that University activities
will be limited since they are mainly attended by Freshmen and
Sophomores, and that floor parties would be impossible to run
and change the whole atmosphere
of the University."
Ed Hycenko
History and Economics 1982

Freshmen are going to have to
adjust to non-alcoholic social
events. Furthermore, floor parties
and Oakrooms will have to devise
a new system of serving alcohol
so that freshmen can still enjoy
campus functions with upperclassmen.
Diane Beliveau
Chemistry 1984

Fairfield Mirror
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New Editor Selects Staff
by Michael Cummings
Staff Writer
Jill Krusinski has recently been
elected Editor-in-Chief of the Fairfield MIRROR. Krusinski, a junior
accounting major, is the first
woman to be named to the position, and she is also the first
business major.
Rich Swietek, Mary-Margaret
Walsh, and Paul Anderson now
comprise the Executive Editorial
Board.
Along with the Executive Editorial Board, other editors have
been named. Liz Kline and Beth
Bartus will head the News division
of the paper. Features will be
under the supervision of Scott
Grasso; Jeff Cahill will edit Sports;
Barbara Nell, Graphics; Vinny
DeAngelis, Photography; with
Ellen Dougherty and Kevin Kumke
as Assistants; Lucia Mercurio,
Arts and Entertainments; and
Public Relations will be under the
direction of Linda King.
This year, Paul Anderson heads
the MIRROR'S Business Department as Ad Manager. Kathleen
Perkowski will serve as the
Business Manager. Libby Keenan
will assist Perkowski in her duties.
The credit manager and classified
manager is Mary Anne Guarco. Andrea Renzoni will assist Guarco
with local ads and lay-out.
Tony Ghecas will be the new
Readers Forum Editor and Stan L.
Prager will be the editor of the
Politics section.

The new Editor-in-Chief plans
several changes. The most noticeable change will be in the paper's
layout. Krusinski wishes the paper
to be "more artistically designed."
Despite the changes, Krusinski
plans to maintain "the trend of the

UPCOMING EVENTS
TODAY, April 22, 1982: Orientation Assistant meeting, Nursing
Auditorium, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
The LACSP lecture to be given by former ambassador to El Salvador has been postponed for today and will be rescheduled in
the fall semester.
The Fairfield Alumni Association and the Psychology Depart
ment host a Student/Faculty Alumni Reception at 7:30 p.m. in
the Faculty Dining Room.
Friday, April 23,1982: Dogwood Weekend Begins! SEC presents
Squeeze in the Gym at 8:00 p.m. Tickets $9.00.
Saturday, April 24,1982: Dogwood Dance in the Gym, semi-formal.
B.Y.O.B., 9:00 p.m.
Monday, April 26, 1982: Fairfield University Chamber Orchestra
will present a concert at 8:00 p.m. in the Oak Room. Admission
is free.
The Film Society presents "Pardon Mon Affaire," a comedy
about love and marriage, at 3:30 and 7:30 in Gonzaga Auditorium. Admission is $1.00.
Dr. Nicholas Rinaldi will give a poetry reading from 3:30 to 5:00
p.m. in the Faculty Dining Room. All are invited to attend.
The Playhouse's final production of the season, "The Drunkyard," opens tonight and will run through May 1, 1982. Cabaret
style.
Mirror Meeting will be held in the Bannow third floor lounge at
7:30 p.m. Refreshments will be served. All interested are encouraged to attend.
Tuesday, April 27,1982: Oak Room lecture, the second in a series
of three, will be delivered by Christopher F. Mooney, S.J. on
"The Christian Meaning of Israel." 8:00 p.m. Admission is free.
The Fairfield University Circle K Club will hold a meeting in the
Faculty Office Building, Room 131, at 7:00 p.m. New members
are urged to attend.
Wednesday, April 28, 1982: Annual Arts and Sciences Awards
Ceremony will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Oak Room.

last editorial board." As she said,
"The new editorial board is really a
select group of intellects and their
ideas and talents are really going
to give the paper an interesting
twist."

BOOS

The new Editor-in-Chief Jill Krusinski (left) stands with her new executive editors, Mary-Margaret Walsh, Richard Swietek, and Paul Anderson.
[Photo by Vincent DeAngelis]
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Blizzard Hits Fairfield
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A rare record-breaking April 6th
blizzard immobiliized the tri-state
area with record accumulation of over
a foot of snow, wind gusts of over 75
mph, and a record temperature of
19°F with a wind chill factor of 25
below. This was the first springtime
blizzard in Connecticut since the National Weather Service began to keep
records in 1905. The storm began on
Tuesday morning with rain and then
gained the blizzard conditions of sustained winds of 35 mph, six inches or
more of snow, visibility of less than
VA of a mile of drifting snow. The blizzard caused Fairfield University to
close for one day for the first time in 5
years.
[Photo by Kevin Kumke]
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I O'BRIEN'S CAFE ?
1599 Post Road, Fairfield • (203) 254-0188

* Thurs. April 22 Leigh Henry—
*
vocal Guitarist
99C Slammers
No Cover
* Fri April 23

? Sat. April 24

djk

*
&

Happy Hour 3-8
Free hot
hors doeuvres

Honorable Mention to S*odent
Services for fighting the 50° "heat
wave" on April 14th with setting
the good energy conservation example of having the air conditioning system full force...to Seilers
for raising the price of the soda in
the vending machines by a
nickle...where do you think all
these extra nickles come
from...the change from the tuition
increase?...to the intramural office, get a Softball diamond, the
field is chewed up, the sun is in
your eyes, and there is no lighting
at night, what are we playing,
Helen Keller baseball?

To the Rowland Road Block
Party...with the proceeds going to
Save the Children they certainly
have their kegs in the right
place...to FUSA for flooding the
halls of Congress with 1000 letters
and Young Dems with the petition
of 600 irate signatures in protest
of financial aid cuts, is this the
apathetic student?...to the hearty
soles who participated in the Super-Sports competition on Saturday morning, who ever thought
that one can do a "Bruce Jenner"
with a hangover just to get a free
hat...to UMOJA and SASA for their
Horizon Weekend.

CAMPUS NOTES
TODAY, April 22, there will be a
discussion on Nuclear Arms from
2:30 to 5:00 p.m. in Oak Room
Auditorium. All are welcome.
Tonite at 7:30 p.m. Fairfield
Alumni Association, in coordination with the Psychology Department will sponsor a Student/Faculty Alumni Reception to be
held in the Faculty Dining Room.
Alumni who occupy various positions in diverse fields of
Psychology will be in attendance
to discuss their work with the

students on an informal basis.
The Alumni Association will
also host a cocktail hour with hors
d'oevres.
Applications are now being
taken for Campus employment,
1982-1983, with openings in the information booth, gameroom, and
Stag-Her Inn. Forms will be
available in the Information Booth
until April 30th.
A China Study Tour is being offered from July 11 through the
27th. The excursion will include 13

BUD'S »*»

Jim Moraldi
vocal Guitarist
No cover

CHEERS

days in China and 3 days in Hong
Kong, as well as tours of 5 major
cities. The cost is $2870. Course
credit optional. For further information contact Continuing Education at Ext. 2687.
Registration begins this week in
the Campus Center for the Cardinal Key Society's annual runathon-bike-athon to be held Saturday, May 1, 1982. For more information contact Bryan LeClerc,
President, Box C.

714 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD, CT
• (203) 254-0748

COLD BEER & ICE»BARBEQUE CHICKEN & RIBS»EGG ROLLS TOO!
COLD CUTS • PARTY PLATTERS • HOT & COLD SANDWICHES • SODA • COFFEE • ITALIAN SPECIALS!

LAST STRETCH SPECIAL

* Sun. April 25

Happy Hour all night

^ Mon. April 26

25C Drafts 8-11

* Tues. April 27

2 for 1 bar drinks

* wed. April 28
k
^

Ladies Night
*
Every other drink is 5C *
for ladies only
^

15% off on 6 Foot Hero
Regularly 49.50

NOW s42.07

*

ifk
ft
*******************

WITH THIS COUPON AND F.U.I.D.

Call In Orders Welcomed
HOURS: 6:30-8 M-F • 7:30-8 Sat. • 8-4 Sun.
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^FEATURES^
GRAD ASSISTANTS

One Step Further
by Lynne Camillo
Staff Writer
At Fairfield University, three
Graduate Assistants are employed
to work in the Campus Center.
Graduate Assistants have three
diverse aspects to their positions.
They handle Stag-Her management, building operations, and
student activities. Says Grad
Assistant Tom Fair: "I'm enjoying
myself very much. This is the kind
of job where you even enjoy the
aggravations." Tom, a native of
Natick, Massachusetts, attended
Framingham State College as an
undergraduate student.
Tom also enjoys the fact that:
"There's always something to do.
The students are easy to work with
and there's alot of opportunities
to try new ideas. It's good to see a
program go that hasn't been tried
before." While attending Fairfield,
Tom hopes to complete his degree
from the School of Political and

Corporate Communications.
Aurora Cammarata is a native of
Canton, Massachusetts. She says:
"I really like testing my creative
abilities and doing things that I
never did as an undergraduate."
She sees her position as Grad
Assistant as: "a good opportunity
to talk about new ideas and to implement them." At Fairfield, she
desires to attain a degree in the
Graduate School of Education.
David Fagone says that what he
enjoys most about his role as Grad
Assistant is "the constant going.
There's always so much to do. I
don't know what I'd do with my
free time if I wasn't working here."
David was born and raised in
Boston, and he is a graduate of
Framingham State College.
The impression received from
the three Grad Assistants is that
they are energetic, outgoing, and
personable. Their efforts make the
Campus
Center
function
smoothly.

"NWaS.W.'igtS^''

Campus Center Graduate Assistants (I. to r.) David Fagone,
Aurora Cammarata, Tom Fair. [Photo by John Pastorelle]

TWO MEN,
ONE
MOTIVE
by James Hogan Love
Staff Writer
As Spring descends on Fairfield, a young man's fancy turns
towards the more feminine aspects of academia. However, the
appearance of birds and bees
does not always guarantee success. Witness this frustrating
scene in the cafeteria.
Aha! A girl sits busily munching
her salad and reading notes before
her fifth period class. Her first
mistake is that she is eating alone.
Now the worst can happen.
She has three pages left to
review when along comes Brazen
Bob. He makes his silent approach
and opens with the obvious,
"Mind if I sit here?" Now, when
was the last time that a girl sitting
by herself minded some company? It seems that Bob's charm
in lackluster. Let's move closer
and listen in.
Not even waiting for her answer
to his first question, Bob asks,
"How are classes?" Again, if he
had the slightest bit of common
sense he would have surmised
that her classes were tough. How
can we, as objective observers,
assume this? Answer: who is going to study notes during lunch if
classes are easy?!
Plan A has obviously failed for
Bob, so he starts up the verbal

'j«^>:.:v.»x-:-.v-.:.:-■.-

banter that is Plan B. This plan has
Bob offering his victim a litany of
standary compliments. This too
fails. The girl looks up, smiles,
thanks him, and quickly returns to
her notes.
Bob, now having a feeling of territorial security over his chair at
her table, decides that he is
hungry. Actually, the conversation
between them has just been
declared dead and he must put
Plan C into action. "Excuse me, do
you want anything to eat? I'm going to wait in line," he says.
"No thanks," she says, pointing
to her salad and Tab. Nice try,
Bob. Realizing his stupidity, Bob
makes a quick escape.
Bob, after securing his cup cf
soup, returns to her table. As he
approaches, he sees another male
seated with his quarry. Today just
isn't Bob's day. Flustered, Bob
fails to see a gym bag sprawled
across the floor. He trips, spilling
his Cream of Broccoli on his new
designer jeans. Ahhhh...The joys
of Springtime!

«

was looking for a change
I wanted to use my nursing
education - to get the most from
my nursing career That's when I
looked into Air Force Nursing.
Now I work with a wide variety of
patients from around the world.
I ve experienced new challenges
and my responsibility

PHIPI*

dedicated, professional team.
As an Air Force Nurse. I may
have the opportunity to pursue
flight nursing, specialization, and
advanced education.
Air Force Nursing is a great way
of life for me It could be
just what you re
looking for too ■■

p

A GREAT WAY OF LIFE

IT MAY BE FOR YOU
CALL TODAY:

Randi C, Logan

for ciirect aiient

care has increased g||
I m part of a §ji

AIR FORCE NURSING

VM1C,.'"

Cap! Air Rjfce Nurse Corps

MSgt. Ray Saccoccio
203-745-2950
Call Collect
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Sib Weekend '82
by Joanne Scully
If you happened to notice a few
freckle-faced dwarves parading
the campus last weekend, have no
fear. They weren't undersized
freshman who will be sitting next
to you in Bio next semester. From
as far away as D.C., visiting siblings came to share Sib Weekend
with their brothers and sisters. Sib
Weekend was presented this year
by the Irish Society.
A total of forty-seven sibs seemed to have had plenty of fun. But
there were not that many sibs con-

sidering the number of Fairfield
students who have younger brothers and sisters.
Brian Davin, organizer of the
weekend, said that he's hoping for
a greater turnout next year, but
that he's satisfied with the way
the weekend went. With more publicity for Sib Weekend '83 and this
year's gala success, the turnout
next year is sure to be greater.
One requisite for a successful second Sib Weekend is more Irish
Society committee help-something which Davin regarded as
lacking.

Cjft 3- DAY

II

The future Lou Ferrigno? A young Fairfield sibling works out last
weekend at Sib Weekend '82.
[Photo by Chris Haggerty]
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by Debra A. Estock
Staff Writer
Did you ever notice how many
things in our daily lives are run by
machines? It seems that we have
no control over our lives anymore.
We are the victims of our own
technology stuck in a mass-media
computerized world. A world
where automated players try to
play "Beat the Clock" in a game
where there are no real winners.
What bothers people the most?
If there's one thing that annoys
me it is calling someone on the
telephone and being put on hold.
I'll agree that it is much more pleasant with music playing in the
background, but the results are
usually the same. You are left
literally standing there for a day
and a half. And then you feel guilty

about hanging up, so you call back
and inevitably go through the
whole routine again.
Speaking of machines, I'm sure
that vending machines were invented just so that they could eat
up money. It never fails; the person in front of me would get their
soda and I would insert my 55<j:
and voila, no refreshment.
Banging on the machine
doesn't help, it just serves to increase your frustration. No sooner
do you forget about the money
you lost when you realize that your
hands hurt like crazy.
Maybe there are no solutions.
It's just, something I'll have to accept, I guess I couldn't live in a
world without T.V., radio, telephone, or typewriters; even vending machines and computerized
video games. Could you?

s
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1.00OFF

1.00OFF

DOGWOOD FESTIVAL
M.OO OFF CORSAGES, WRISTLETS,!
BOUQUETS
IF ORDERED BY
FRIDAY, APRIL 23
|s1.00 OFF PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTEDs1.00 OFF]
CARNATION BOUTONNIERE

$

ROSEBOUTONNIERE

$

1.00

2.75

f WHERE ELEGANCE COSTS NO MORE
Come and see our plants and arrangements.

M.C.

* Yellow or White

See your Jostens' Representative.
DATE: April 22, Thurs.
TIME: 10-4; 5-6:30 Thurs.
April 23, Frl.
10-4 Fri.
PLACE: Outside Bookstore 820.00 Deposit
Buy now, last time this year.

Greenfield Hill Shopping Center, Fairfield 254-1163
Mon.-Sat. 9a.m.-5:30p.m.
VISA

Hair Explosion
"DYNAMITE STYLES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN"
A FULL SERVICE UNISEX SALON
Appointment Preferred
Tuesday-Saturday 9:00 to 5:00
Thursday Evenings
1342 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn. 06430

259-5550
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INSIGHTS

Into The Goings On
The Business World

Prospects

Summer Work For Credit
by Margery Grey
Staff Writer
While the depressed economy
is affecting just about all
businesses, summer jobs, and internship programs are no exception. The outlook is not too promising in either area. The majority
of local businesses contacted
said that they were doing away
with internship programs because
of cuts in their budgets. Those
companies who were keeping
their internship programs replied
that there would most likely be a
cut in the number of positions.
For those students who are in-

terested in doing an internship,
the Counseling Center recommended that students speak to
the head of the department in their
major. I contacted several area
businesses in regards to their internship programs and this is what
they recommended. Champion International in Stamford asks that
students leave an application with
them as they are not sure what
kind of a program they'll be offering this summer. Xerox Inc.,
however, said they do have an internship program open to all majors. They ask that you send a
resume to Arnold Munford at their
Stamford location. Similarly

Pitney Bowes in Stamford will also
be accepting applications for internships with special preference
given to employee's sons and
daughters. They ask that you send
a resume by April 30th. For those
interested in theatre, the Westport
Playhouse in Westport will be hiring apprentices for the summer.
These are non-paid volunteer jobs
that require a full time commitment. You can contact the Playhouse for further information.
On the not so optimistic side,
Park City Hospital in Bridgeport
said that their summer program
outlook was "basically poor."
Summer employment will not be in

Where The Summer Jobs Are.
by Ellen Driscoll and Margery Grey
Staff Writers
"Summer's here, I'm for that, I've got my rubber
sandals, got my straw hat, I've got my cold beer, I'm
just glad that it's here." Apparently James Taylor
wasn't in the middle of his college career when he
wrote these words. As the summer approaches, we
all look forward to the lazy warm days of relaxing on
the beach or by a pool with an ice cold beer or a
long, cool gin and tonic. But, in the midst of our
dreams reality comes along and so does a bank
statement proclaiming the checking account below
empty. A job becomes the main objective.
For those more conscientious people who
thought of summer employment back in January,
they are now job awaiting them.
But, for those of you who don't
have jobs yet, don't despair. There
are still plenty of jobs left, you'll
just have to look a little harder.
If you are planning on finding a
summer job, a good place to start
is in the Counseling Center
located in the lobby of Loyola Hall.
There is a notebook full of opportunities. Some of the offerings include an abundance of camp
counselor jobs, mother's helpers
(one that included a month on Martha's Vineyard), yard work, youth
hostel leaders, as well as jobs
working with the handicapped.
Many of these jobs are offered
across the country along with being available locally. Other places to seek summer jobs are local
newspapers, employment agencies, and personally
contacting local businesses. Many companies do
not advertise their offerings because they usually
receive a substantial amount of telephone inquiries.'
Resort areas offer many opportunities. Hotels
need front desk help and reservation coordinators
to assist with the tour groups that visit during the

summer. The business office can usually use an extra hand in the daily operations. Then, there are
always jobs as chambermaids and on the maintenance staff.
If you have Red Cross certification for lifeguarding, there are plenty of chances for employment. Hotel pools must be fully staffed. Apartment
and condominium dwellers feel a life-guard is
necessary at their pool. Country clubs, swim clubs,
and places with pools or bodies of water and
numerous visitors need life-guards. Some places
may require a Heart Association course in C.P.R. or
a Red Cross first aid course. The more certification
and experience you have, the greater your pay.
It you prefer to spend your days basking in the
sun and would prefer to work at night, there are lots
of jobs available at local night
clubs. If you're talented and could
spend your evenings entertaining
as a musician or d.j., you can
almost set your own price. Some
of the nicer clubs offer valet parking, which require minimal experience and a fair amount of
money to be earned in tips.
Although the pay at a summer
camp is minimal, there are a
number of opportunities. Such
positions would be for arts and
craft instructors, coaches and instructors of tennis, swimming,
sailing, soccer, football, baseball,
basketball, hockey, golf, archery,
riflrey, horse-back riding, or backpacking.

their budget this year. Also the
Fairfield Citizen News will be offering no summer employment.
With the internship outlook being rather dismal, where else does
a student turn? There's always the
possibility of getting a summer
job. Or perhaps you can use the
warmer months to catch up in
summer school or taking a class
for enjoyment.
If you are going to spend the
summer catching up in your
studies, look ho farther than Fairfield University. This summer
they'll be offering five four week
sessions with a variety of courses.

Also, the University of New Haven
and
the
University
of
Connecticut's Stamford branch
will both be offering summer
courses open to any college student. The University of New Haven
will be giving an interesting series
of courses on cable television, including a production course.
If all of these suggestions still
leave you dissatisfied, don't fret.
There are always the beaches, the
"club," the tennis courts, and your
next door neighbor's swimming
pool. Regardless, there's always
something to do in the summer
months.

How to
do well in
Economy Class
Simple. Fly Capitol Air's Economy Class. Our
fares are the lowest of any scheduled airline so
you can use the money you save for lots of
other things. Like a Eurail pass if you fly us to
Brussels, Frankfurt or Zurich. More time in the
sun if you're headed for Miami, San Juan or .
Puerto Plata. Or for even more fun in New York,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago or Boston.
And, if you are flying to Europe this summer,
make your reservation and buy your ticket
now. With our guaranteed fare policy you are
protected against any fare increases from now
until departure.
So if you want to do well in Economy Class,
fly Capitol's.
For reservations, call your Travel Agent or
Capitol at 883-0750 in New York City/800-4427025 in New York State or 800-223-6365 outside New York State.

No one makes Economy Class
as economical as we do*
SCHEDULED AIRLINE SERVICE

y THE LOWEST FARES
San Franctocbl

And if none of these jobs hold any interest for
you, there's always the local ice-cream parlor or
miniature golf or go-cart park that needs help.
Some of the neighbors' houses may need painting
or an attic may need cleaning. Lawns have to be cut
and golf courses need to be maintained. So, no matter how scarce jobs may seem, they are out there,
you may just have to look a little harder.
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WAR AND MYTH

IPOLITICSI
N o Freeze
N ecessary
by Michael S. Guarnieri
There has recently been a move about in
this country postulating the idea that
America should institute a nuclear weapons
freeze or reduction or something. Some
people think we should only do it if the
Soviets do, and others think it should be
unilateral. I don't think there should be a
freeze at all; on the contrary, we need to
strengthen our defenses. My reasoning
goes like this:
Let's assume that the U.S. and the Soviet
Union are equal in aggregate military power.
If the U.S. freezes unilaterally, we are
welcoming Soviet aggression by our apathy
and the chances for war increase. A bilateral freeze at a point of parity is so far
from reality that it only harms the overall
debate by mentioning it as an alternative.
There are some who say the U.S. can
blow up the world 72 times, or whatever, so
why do we need more? These same people
(generally) support bilateral disarmament or
a freeze. Why bilateral? If the U.S. has all it
needs, why not just let the Soviet Union
keep on building while we stop? Why has
there been so much talk about BMateral
disarmament? If one truly believes that the
U.S. is adequately defended by our military,
then why not let the Russians keep on
building and wasting their money? Well, the
fact is that very few people really believe
that the U.S. is adequately defended now
and therefore a freeze of any kind would
freeze us into a position of inferiority.
Why are the Soviets rallying Europe
around disarmament? Because they have
more than us and it is in their interest to
desire a freeze. It is not in the American interest.
Freezing nuclear weapons would not be
economically desirable (only a small portion
of the defense budget goes to nuclear
weapons) and it would not be desirable to
men who seek peace in the world. We must
negotiate peace with the Soviets from a
position of strength. The strength we do not
as yet have.
"There are indeed things more horrible
than war," Thomas Eckhardt, of Penn State,

Please attend: "Think the
Unthinkable" — A Faculty
Teach-in on nuclear war today at 2:30 P.M. in the Oak
Room. The film "War Without
Winners" will be shown.

where the notion of conventional war is still
possible. But for us, citizens of a superpower, guardians of super-weapons, there
is just no worse thing than war. Because
war is the end.
Young people have been called cowards
has written. These are fine words. Noble
for opposing war. Those of other generawords. They evoke men and ideas from our tions, many of whom were real heroes in a
past that deserve to be honored. They recall
different world than ours, cannot comdifficult times when heroes stood against prehend what it means to have grown up
all odds to overcome the forces of evil. It since the Bomb. When someone speaks of a
does not matter if all the heroes were genwar for principle, we don't think principle;
uine, or all the ideas"'pure.'Perhaps it^was
we don't imagine a knight on a white horse
myth, but it was myth that was believed.
or John Wayne leading his men over the hill.
Instead, we envision men in far away places
pushing buttons, and a horrible, agonizing
"For today's poterj.; I soldier,
end to civilization, perhaps to mankind. For
he synowar is tfie. antonym, ^
us, the myth is surely obsolete.
ontemnym offsurvival. W;
For us, war has taken dffean escherta,logical meaning. If a <major war broke on!"
that no
porary language, i
tomorrow, we would Yiot speculate as to
one will survived'
whichination would emerge victorious. We
woul|| At wond' how tjje
Uport; readjng luch words, the romantic would be d{Vij^d;l aceth'
conjurea^Hjfajies of the brave partisans of; jf,yye would \$ era
the Fren<fflpi(e§js,tance opposing the Nazi ' to"come, ojfjjij lCh pai
,
terror machine, .of Hungarian freedom
of'a black $ot#. First
fighters combating the monolith of the
what it wolnd §||ount
totalitarian state, perhaps of Hemingway's
gather together
When masse^|bf p
Robert Jordan standing alone against Fran- lo protest war, f$jw bei
genuine. It is
co's facism. Some things are more foBrri'ble
far easier to dismiss it
d, or insist, as
than war, indeed! The romantic does not
Ronald Reagan has, th
merely the prosee the ugly, bloody flip-side of his fantasy, duct of communist a
n. TheHirfien in
and if he did, it would probably do little to
power, the men in govern
t, the men of a
change his notions. For the romantic, the different, perhaps more heroic age-these
myth is too compelling.
,.,;
men xahhot identify their own God and
Today the myth, for Americans, is obso- Country youth with these young men of tolete. It died first in 1,945.vynen an atomic
day that are far from eager to fight for any
istaowy*
bomb was dropped on Hirr)i'jiiili'Tf^St|tiflljhli
canpoLkiipv
again whei
ff'dp ,np|
same kind
that our "will to survive," that archetypal
time some otter ;riati0A;bjui^^
femhahf of our primitiveevolutionary past,
the allure oTTJTeHromantic theme, there are
has formed a collective identity. They canno longer any things worth the risk of war.
not perceive this instinct, emerging among
Perhaps the myth can be allowed to linger
us, warning us away from the suicidal
on a bit longer in the developing nations,
ultimacy that is nuclear war.
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FACULTY FORUM

ON THE DRAFT
by Arthur R. Riel, Jr.
Everyone is talking about the draft; but
since I "was there," perhaps I can add
something fresh to the discussion.
I registered for the draft in 1941 when I
was in graduate school. When the Army
ordered my physical exam, I enlisted in the
Navy. From 1942 to 1946 I was on active duty. With defective eyesight, I could not be
an officer. I gripped about it then, but living
for three and a half years with enlisted men
taught me about love and human greatness.
At the same time I don't blame young
people for opposing the draft. A few days
after I enlisted, I was appointed Senior
Hospital Corpsman on Sick Officers' Quarters in Chelsea Naval Hospital (Boston). A
lot of people are never assigned to combat,
so forget about combat for the moment;
think about long days of drudgery (no

choice): Monday, work sixteen hours —
Tuesday, work only ten hours; alternate
through the week. On weekends off, Saturday and Sunday were completely free; on
duty, Saturday and Sunday were sixteenhour work days. But in a very real sense, no
soldier or sailor is ever off duty.
Think about crowded living conditions:
the Navy would make our gymnasium the
living quarters for several thousand men.
(imagine no dorms on our campus-everyone living in the gymnasium.) But life was
congenial and friendly (no theft in my experience though everything was more or
less open.) Lots of cleaning and waiting in
line and studying; all day caring for the sick
and injured; constant attention to the comfort of others. Even the liberty section
returning after midnight undressed in the
dark and did it quietly.
It was a tough life because it was uncer
tain: an assignment could
end tomorrow, or it could
go one for several years.
At the naval hospital, men
arrived for training,
became my friends, and
left abruptly for unknown
destinations. But I was left
at the hospital as "ship's
company" for almost a
year and a half. And later
while my friends were going overseas, I was sent to
the Submarine Base at
New London (Connecticut)
for another eight months.
After my stay in New
London, I went overseas
and remained in combat
areas until the end of the
war. I was never in actual
combat (thank God!), but I

Fairfield Wine & Liquor

STOCK UP FOR DOGWOOD!
CASES OF BEER
10%offwithF.UXD.

Lots of other Specials!
Come down and check it out!
1431 POST RD.
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It has been said that this "will to survive"
can turn a good soldier into a great soldier
when he finds himself in a tight spot. Perhaps this, too, is myth; but once again, it is
believed. That soldier, of a different age,
had reasons to want to survive: he had his
parents in Oshkash, and Sally waiting for
him to come marching home, not to mention the task of making the world safe for
democracy. War only strengthened his resolve: Forltodayls potential soldier, war is
Itie antonym, not the synonym, of survival.

Stan y\Prager
|r#JB1| CQBteJfpbYary language, implies
>|ffi|prT€piwifflfeurvive. In this case, there is
^npiwIlllffWIhilWhy fight if there will be no
paren|srnof >>ally and no world-safe for
den^(}racy pr not? Thus, the survival insti|Mj:is lexically redirected toward the
avdjijfrice of*war, at all costs. The myth, no
longefr believable, ceases to have meaning.
Just as those of that more heroic age cannot understand us, we are unable to understand them. If we can see it so clearly, if we
can feel death's breath on our face, smell
death's odor in the air-why then can't they?
This is a philosophical problem. I suspect it
will matter very little in the long run.
Contrary to popular perception, we who
oppose even the mention of war are not
cowards. Nor are we fools. If we are to dieand if it is to have meaning-then hitch up
my^hite steed and give me a sword or a
gun aind I'll charge that hill. Give me all the
...blootfaiH^^
that is the reali8?fnyth"arid let me drown myself in it.
Surgive^something out of it all, then. Let
it be for some purpose, for someone. But
don't ask me to fight and die for a world that
will be ashes, regardless of my actions. In
this, case,! .would ratheE<«saera-a-G©wafd»
than know myself a fool.

did know what few talk about—a constant
tension, not about killing, but about being
killed. Out alone on the Pacific, would a
torpedo strike? I recall as we passed Hawaii
on the way to Guam, the Captain called us
on deck to see Diamond Head; two fighter
planes swooped over us to say hello and to
watch for lurking submarines. And on Guam
I remember wondering when bullets or men
would charge from the jungle as we played
ball or drove the ambulance. And our
medical outfit worried that at any moment
we would be assigned to an aircraft carrier
for duty among the kamikazes. We didn't
think much about the next day or the present moment. No, I don't blame the present
generation for opposing the draft.
But I knew so many who were willing to
give up their lives for the freedom of others.
"Greater love than this no man hath..." Pain
and suffering and sickness and hunger were
not the greatest evils; these men faced all
that and more to preserve freedom.
No, I don't blame people who oppose
draft registration. In the draft you give
yourself entirely to a cause-in the last three
wars the cause was our neighbors' freedom.
There is only one important decision left to
the draftees: to refuse duty if it is seriously
and clearly immoral.
I recall going over in my conscience the
morality of World War II. I was at my desk in
the Personnel Office of Oakland Naval
Hospital (California). I knew about the painful and brutalizing by-products of war. (TV
cameramen did not discover them.)
I had faced up to all this, but I still had
one serious moral objection: how could I
justify taking part in a war based on an immoral strategy? We were defending freedom partly by strengthening an international dictatorship (leftist). I am not complacent about leftist dictatorships as some
seem to be. But I accepted my assignments
easily because my duties were primarily the
relief of pain - a little like MASH.
And now almost forty years later, I know
that those years were some of the best in
my life.
Arthur R. Riel is Professor of English.

Ronald Reagan, who just recently was insisting that all anti-nuke
demonstrators were tools of Moscow, has now apparently had a change
of heart. In an April 17 radio address, the President had this to say:"To
those who protest against nuclear war I can only say I'm with you."
Whether this statement was designed to bolster public morale and
perhaps give a boost to Reagan's sagging popularity in the polls, or
whether the President has actually decided that nuclear war is not a
good thing after all, is impossible to tell at this point. One thing is certain: it is difficult to picture Mr. Reagan carrying a sign at an anti-nuke
demonstration, especially since the policies of his administration have
brought us closer to the possibility of nuclear war in two decades.
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EVALUATING the EVALUATIONS
The concept of students evaluating the
classroom effectiveness of professors is an
essential and powerful one. But the reality—
the FUSA Teacher and Course Evaluationfalls short of this notion.
Unfortunately, the time devoted to the
approval, design, and compilation of the
evaluation, and the $1250 invested, became
confusing columns of percentages and averages rather than an allying tool in course
registration.
For when the evaluative momentum is burdened by an inconsistent, vague grading process—the tool becomes unwieldy. A great
concentration was demanded in deciphering
what the actual results were, than an educated
interpretation of what those results meant.
Clarity is the technical factor which decides
between a situation of frustration or enlightenment. An evaluation should explain itself.
Familiarize the evaluative scale: The survey's
scale of 1.0 as more favorable than a 4.0 was
disorienting, since a 4.0 GPA is automatically
valued more than a 1.0 GPA.
Consistency: Maintain a uniform scale
throughout, instead of changing the numerical
values two-thirds to its completion.
Terminology: A "strongly agree" to "strongly

disagree" choice spectrum is limited in terms
of evaluative power. An evaluation of tutorial
skills based on the quality point system would
prove more effective.

The opportunity to enlist such a completeness of student involvement is unique.
The effects of a comprehensive survey should
be fully realized beyond merely the registration
process.
The muscle of student opinion has yet to be
flexed at Board of Trustee assemblies, Deans'
meetings, and in the choice of graduation
speakers. A show of strength at this level will
serve to weaken the Administration's stronghold of neglect for student involvement.
But the responsibility is perched also on the
other side. Student opinion will only be taken
as a credible assessment if students themselves actively employ their own ideas. Construct a readable evaluation which would not
be denied as an asset.
With a recasting of the evaluation's motive
and the utilization of statistical format, the
FUSA Teacher and Course evaluation will
become the necessary dynamic force.

aV^

A Critical TooL.Why Waste th\
LETTERS

There's No Free

Rise in Drinking Age

Revoking a Privilege
It seems likely that on July 1 Connecticut raising the drinking age. In California a first
will put into effect a law raising the legal drink- offender is given a mandatory two-day jail sening age in the state to 19, thereby robbing many tence or a 90-day license suspension. New York
responsible 18 year olds of a privilege they has already set a fine of $350 to $500, a sixmonth license suspension and a possible one
have been waiting for.
The bill was passed in an effort to reduce the year jail sentence for a first offense.
Fines and sentences such as these would
number of deaths and accidents attributable to
drunk drivers. Legislators cited studies done in help reduce the number of teenagers drinking
other states which show increasing the drink- and driving, and give them something to coning age will cut by 30% the crash rates of per- sider the next time they contemplate driving
while under the influence. This type of program
sons in the 18 year old age group.
No one can argue with the findings of these would also avoid punishing the rights of perreports since they all show similar results, but sons who deal with drinking in a mature manner.
The state hopes to keep drunk drivers off the
a question arises as to who is actually being
road through this plan, but as one high school
penalized by the law.
Connecticut has succeeded in stripping girl stated in testimony before the state Senate
away the privilege of being able to drink from hearing, this bid will only cause 18 year olds to
an entire age group comprised mostly of young find someone else to buy for them.and they will
adults who recognize the responsibilities of be forced to drive around in their cars drinking.
Obviously the state does not expect these
drinking and can handle themselves rather
kind of results, but unless significant results
well.
Legislators could have considered stiffening are achieved Connecticut will be hard-pressed
penalties against first offenders instead of not to reduce the age once again to 18.

Tuition Increase—

A NECESSARY EVIL
The annual letter was waiting in our boxes
on March 25. It was President Kelley's letter in-
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forming us of his "regret" for the need for a
12.9% increase for undergraduate tuition and a
12.6% increase of room and board.
After last year's tuition increase of $850 and
the combined financial aid cut of over $600,000
any increase is too much. The students are
caught in the middle with both arms being
stretched. Thereis^nq where to go.
The University is also caught in the battle
against inflation. President Kelley's letter
stated that the University had to deal with last
year's inflation, rising faculty and staff salaries, utility costs, and library acquisitions. In
comparison to other school's the University's
rises in tuition are lower.
The tuition increase reflects the rising inflation rate of 14% last year. According to Mr.
John Hickson, Vice President for Business and
Finance, the actual breakdown of the increase
is the following: 9.5% salaries, 2% additional
financial aid and the other miscellaneous.
The tuition increase is justified. What we as
students must realize is that the tuition increase is necessary in order for the school to
continue operation and "catch up" with inflation. We also must realize the time and effort
that went into the preparing of the University's
operating budget. At first, the suggested increase was at 16% but that was examined and
decreased by the budget process.
However, the University must acknowledge
that we need more than a standardized letter in
our box. The students are given a figure and are
forced to accept it. Without an actual cost
breakdown or a copy of the University's annual
report in their boxes. In addition, the University
has neglected student involvement in the budget process while the Faculty Salary Commission is consulted with the increased salary.
Who foots the bill anyway?
An open communication process is needed
between the University and students on the
issue of tuition increase. The tuition increase
is a necessary evil but it needs a constructive
process
i the explanation and involvement
of students in order to deal with inevitable tuition increases more readily.

To the Editor:
I never suspected! Even innocent, sheltered
little Fairfield University has thieves in
students' clothing. Recently, I saw the same
moral indifference which legitimized last year's
deli thefts surface again as "cafeteria cutting."
I had heard about this, but now I was seeing it
at first hand: students sneaking into the cafeteria through the service entrances as well as
the exit doors in order to avoid paying Seller's
cover charges.

"Students are learning
to compromise their moral
standards."
Why? "It's a free meal for off-campus boarders and commuters," I was told. "The food has
already been prepared—why waste it?" Another
student said that he saw nothing wrong with it
and why was I so concerned about it—a
moment later he had slipped inside.
Aside from the direct financial losses in-

curred by Seller's, aside from the indirect financial loss students feel each year when room|
and board fees go up—aside from these worldly concerns, these thefts are spiritually crip-l
pling: students are learning to compromise!
their moral standards. But these students are|
not the only compromisers. Building authorities, food service authorities, and other students who know about these self-destructivel
activities are also compromising —they allow]
them to continue, unchecked and unchallenged.!
Unchallenged? Unchallenged by the Chris-I
tian principles upon which this University was I
founded. Fairfield University offers courses inI
applied Christianity: Bioethics, Morality andl
Law, Social and Business Ethics. But if Christian ethics don't influence students' daily I
behavior, if students turn a deaf ear to theirl
teachers and their Lord in little things, how will I
they respond to larger issues? What effect will I
Christian morality have on their professional!
lives?
We have been commanded to "Let your light I
shine upon men so that they may notice yourl
good deeds and give glory to your Father in I
heaven." The only light I saw recently camel

Pleas Behind the Bars
To the Editor:
I am a prisoner on death row at the
Arizona State Prison and I was wondering if
you would do me a favor. I have been here
for quite a while and I don't have any family
or friends on the outside to write to so what
I was wondering is if you could put an ad in
your campus newspaper for me for correspondence. If not in your paper then maybe
you have some kind of bulletin that you
could put it in. I know that you are not a penpal club or anything like that but I would
really appreciate it if you could help me.
Since I don't know if you have an actual

newspaper, I will just make a small ad and
then if you have to change it around or
anything go ahead and do what you need to.
Death Row prisoner, Caucasian male, age
35, desires correspondence with either
male or female college students. Wants to
form some kind of friendly type relationship
and more or less just exchange past experiences and ideas. Will answer all letters and
exchange pictures. If interested write to Jim
Jeffers, Box B-38604, Florence, Arizona,
85232.
Sincerely yours,
Jim Jeffers

and...
To the Editor:
I am now incarated at the federal prison at
Sand Stone, Minn and I am seeking correspondence with anyone that would like to start a,
pen-pal relationship.
Thank you
Jimmy Reachard
P.O. Box 1000
96990-131 Bwnit
Sand Stone, Minn 55072

TUCKER THANKS
To the Editor:
The University of Bridgeport Concert Committee would like to acknowledge the assistance received from the following students of
Fairfield University:
John Bacon, Mark Mielczarski, Paul Holmes,
Ed Kachinski, Terry Gartland, Peter Vill, Mike
Galligan, and George Hesse
These students contributed to the successful performance of "The Marshall Tucker Band"
Saturday, March 27, 1982. Their help is gratefully appreciated.
Frank Ciccarino
John Smith
B.O.D. CONCERT PRODUCTIONS
UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT

Letter
All letters to THE MIRROR must follow t|
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be less than 500 words
and typewritten.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m. |
Friday evening for publication the
following Thursday.
4. Every letter, in order to insure publication, must be signed. With Mirror
permission, author's name may be
withheld.
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Walk for Hunger

THE TRIUMPH OF SURVIVAL
'/
Al

Potential?

unch
from a rear-entrance door being quickly opened
and closed again—and that light certainly did
not reveal any glorifying good deed.
To those whom I have seen sneaking into the
cafeteria, and to those whom no-one has seen
compromising their moral standards, I ask you:
Where is your light which glorifies God? And
where will it be once you are in the real world?
Ray Holland III ('84)

by Chris Byrd
In Preston Sturges' film Sullivan's Travels, the main character (Joel McCrea), a
comedy director, wishes to make a "serious
film." He takes to the road, as he states it at
one point, "to find out what it is like to be in
trouble." Two weeks ago, I, with
several others, participated in a 15
mile walk for world hunger. I began to
imagine what it is like to be hungry.
In the early miles that we walked,
we felt fine, strong. But, having
finished five miles, at every turn, we
began to look for a place to rest and
for water to drink, something that
would lift us up. In the late miles of
the walk, exhaustion and delirium
played tricks with us and we hoped
that the walk would soon be over. At
last, we finished the walk. We had
survived, we had made it, and that
was the great triumph.
To the poor, life must be like that.
All their energies must be directed
toward surviving, making it through
the day. They must live with the great
uncertainty of never knowing when
they will find rest, when someone will
offer them a drink of water, something to keep them going, encourage-

March 11, 1982

CUTS IN LOANS
ATTACKED
To the Editor:
I would like to express my appreciation to
those students who petitioned Congress
against further cuts in government sponsored
financial aid programs to college students during a recent petition drive sponsored by the
Young Democrats. Approximately 500 signatures were sent to Congressman Stewart B.
McKinney on April 3, 1982.
The Young Democrats will continue to
oppose any proposals to cut student aid programs. We believe that because the Administration has shredded the education budget,
altered the design of student aid programs,
eliminated the Department of Education, and
favored a few private schools at the expense of
the many schools in our country, educational
institutions will not be able to meet the
demands of a highly complex, technologically
expanding society. We believe that with education, our nation cannot step back in order to
step forward.
Dave Weber, President
F.U. Young Democrats

Dear brother,
How are things going? I hope well. I can't
wait until I'm out of here. Right now, graduation seems a long way off. Oh, and by the way,
graduation is Sunday, May 9. You're more than
welcome to come. Hopefully, it won't interfere
with your finals. Let me know if you would like
to come. I have to start thinking about getting
tickets.
Tuition just went up again for the poor slobs
left here—$11,500 next year. Can you believe
it? This place is going to ourprice itself. It
makes me sort of glad that this is my last year. I
don't think I could afford any more tuition increases after last year's. You know, I can't
believe that when I started here expenses were
only $7800. Did your school go up again this
year, too?
What do you think about Reagan's New Fed-

ment and inspiration. But we can only imagine the depths of their suffering. We can
never fully comprehend the deprivation with
which they must live every hour of their
lives.

At the end of the walk, our legs ached, our
feet were covered with blisters, but those
At the end of the walk, our legs ached, our
feet were covered with blisters, but those
are, as William Styron once said, "the fleas
of life." Such fleas, we, here at Fairfield
throw off easily. A few hours later, we
were back at keg parties, at the Naut
or the Stag-her.
No matter how desperate, frightened or lonely we may become, we
know that, at day's end, we will
return. Home. To comfort and to
abundance, a warm, full meal, familiar
faces and at last, our beds to rest and
to give freely our lives back to God.
We have known the feeling of crisp,
cotton shirts against our backs in the
morning. We have heard the laughter
of friends at a steak dinner. "Our
lives," Sherwood Anderson once
wrote, "are rich."
The poor know only themselves,
the reality, that surrounds them, rarely changing from day to day. They
can't rest, for their lives are in their
hands.
Chris Byrd is a former Mirror Sports
Editor.

STUDENT'S
DILEMMA
by Duane Bailey
eralism? I think he's really being a pain in the
butt. No graduate student loans. Reduced
undergraduate student loans. I wonder what
he'll do in twenty years when there are no technicians to make his weapons or when there
aren't any Stockmans to balance the budget.
Well, don't take my comment about Reagan
too seriously. I don't remember how you feel
about him and I don't want to offend you. But,
to be honest with you, I think he is really screwing up the colleges and their students. Did you

know that my friend's school may have to reject some of its low-income applicants this
spring because it can no longer afford to admit
qualified, financially unable, students?
And what scares me the most' is the fact
that, if other colleges adopt this policy, students with our middle class background will
never have the same opportunity we had to attend the schools of our choice. I'm beginning
to think that Reagan is abandoning the government's twenty-five year old commitment of not
denying college to anyone because of his
financial status. Now, as I think about the
future of my school, it makes me mad to think
that I was one of the slobs who voted for him.
Well, that's enough on Reagan's New Federalism. I have to stop procrastinating. I've got
a midterm tomorrow on a book that I haven't
even opened yet. But, am I nervous? No.
Take it easy,
Hugh O.F. Rochester

POLITICAL
BIOLOGY
by Anthony Ghecas
Reader's Forum Editor

"FORCED"
BEDDING
To the Editor:
It seems strange to me that the administration of a Jesuit university would encourage cohabitation at the beach. By not allowing the
dates of beach students to reside on-campus
during Senior Week, the administration leaves
seniors no choice but to be "forced" into
spending the nights with their dates in all
ready overcrowded beach houses. Ah, such inconveniences.
Tom Callahan '82

Policy
pe policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
5. Upon submission, letters become
Mirror property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit
all letters. Letters must be free of
personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and all libel.
7. The Executive Board shall determine
by majority vote which letters shall
appear. The Board's decision is final.

Can politics affect biological theories? Most
people would answer this question negatively,
saying that the political climate and the theories of a natural science have nothing in common. But, according to evolutionary biologist
Stephen Jay Gould, the "rise and fall in popularity of scientific theories correlates with
changes in the political and social climate."
Gould, in a recent U.S. News and World
Report interview, argued that the nation's move
to the right (as symbolized by the ascent of
Reaganism) also serves to back up biological
determinism. According to this theory, the
American social and political institutions are
just fine; the inequalities that exist in our
society are simply a reflection of the inherent
character of the American people. In short, biological determinism implies that all existing
social disparities are "natural." We should not
try to alter this "natural" state by means of
expensive social programs.
It is unfortunate that biologists sometimes
try to read a political philosophy into nature.
For the theory of biological determinism (with
all its racist overtones) combined with the policies of Reaganism can lead only to an insensitive treatment of this nation's poor and disadvantaged. If Reagan can utilize biological
determinism to bolster his conservative policies, he will have no trouble in justifying social
inequalities. To Reagan, social disparities will
be a "product of nature." And, of course, Big
Government should never try to alter nature.
In the past, the social context has indeed
influenced biological theory. For example, one

may say that Darwin's theory of natural selection is Adam Smith's economic theories read
into nature. So, we may not cast a biological
theory aside simply because it was influenced
by social and political concerns.
On the other hand, we must scrutinize biological theories regardless of their political
basis. In the case of biological determinism,
we see that absurd notions of social inequalities being "natural" lead to injustice, racism

and a re-affirmation of the status quo. We may
view such insensitive aspects of biological
determinism in the insensitive policies of
Reaganism.
It is clear that politics influences science
and vice versa. As Stephen Gould has said,
"Science is embedded in society, and scientists reflect the social prejudices of their own
lives and those of their class and culture."

HIDE AND SEEK
by James Hogan Love
Staff Writer
A young mother weeps for her child. Winter's
winds have emptied her apartment of any
warmth. She bends over, rubbing her hands
together in the heat of the gas stove. In the
warmth of her buttoned sweater a baby clings
to her breast hoping for milk. There is none to
give. She suddenly shivers, her body aches,
perhaps she has the flu. She blows her nose
and wipes the tears that flow from her rheumy
eyes. She prays for warmth, food, and milk.
Ignorance of who this lady is, or where she
lives, does not acquit me of my crime. I know
she exists, called by a certain name, living
somewhere. I try not to remember.
She is a victim, I feel like a sinner. Where I

have a choice of wants, she has the meekest of
needs. She is too weary to speak. I, full of food
and insulated in warmth, choose to complain.
Imagine. I have to put up with peanut-butter
sandwiches for lunch. I laugh nervously at how
many times I've asked, "What, hotdogs again
for dinner?" I wonder if people notice I have
only three pairs of pants or that my three piece
suit is from Sears.
Then I met her. I had stopped at a Queens
pedestrian crossing lane as a midtown bus
passed by. Instantly, I spotted in a window
steamed by human breath, a lady's face. She
stared out watching the snow fall, but our eyes
met for a second. Above the noise of the bus's
diesel engine I could hear a baby crying out in
howls of hunger. I understood the cry, I recognized the lady's face, hopeless and still nameless.

'
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Invisible Rock

by Lisa Marie Ferraro
Staff Writer

The idea of the Stag-Her Inn's
Airband competition—people per-

forming to recordings—was innovative as were the groups that
entered the competition. Enthusiasm among the members of the
groups performing and the audi-

ence created an entertaining evening for all.
The esprit de corps of the contestants helped to precipitate the
receptive response of the audience.

People attended to encourage their
friends and enjoy themselves. The
creativity of costumes and choreography of the different groups made
this very easy. The Village People,
performed by Tim Bolton and his
band, recreated the choreography
to "YMCA" in the body molding of
the letters of the song's title. The
most imitated of the groups was
the Go-Go's. They were performed
by groups led by Sherill Saba,
Susan Manley, and Liz Gallegher.
The most original of the Go-Go's
performances was given by Sean
Byrne, Peter Santulli, Bill Roy,
Chris Eaton, and Mark Ryan who
after their Go-Go's performance
were joined by Tim Casey and proceeded to transform themselves into the J. Geils Band. Mike Chutko
and his band gave an impressive
rendition of the Rolling Stones particularly in the recreation of the
gestures of Mick Jagger. Other
bands giving impressive imitations
were Mark Aurelio and his group
who performed the B-52's; Bernie
Donohue and her group who imitated Rick James; and Albert
Wunsch and his group that performed the Bay City Rollers.
Two bands were chosen in a tie
for first place and one was chosen
for third by the judges Fr. Bill
Cullen, George Hesse, and Eve McGrath. Tying for first place were
the Jackson 5+1 composed of Bob
Wichers, Jim Caterbone, Hugh

Tumey, Kevin Keegan, Ralph Lanza, and Donna Mirebellix who performed some creative and well
rehearsed choreography. Marty
Donahue, Gary Delcolle, Rob Squatrito, Bill Donohue, and Jonathon
Costa also tied for first place performing Boston, Jethro Tull, and
REO Speedwagon. They gave a
particularly good imitation of the
groups in their simulation of the
playing of instruments including
the synthesizer. Taking third place
were Mike Bentavegna, Bruce
Levy, Mike Kelliher, and Mike
Haviland whose originality surfaced in their costumes and stage
action while they transformed from
Rick Springfield to Sid Vicious to
the Clash.
Graduate assistants David
Fagone, Tom Fair, and Aurora
Cammarata were pleased with the
success and spirit of the event and
look forward to repeating the event
hopefully with a larger facility.
David Fagone expressed the StagHer's willingness to try "new innovative programs" and wished to
give special thanks to Sheri Saba of
SEC and Cathy Boyle of FUSA for
the assistance as well as to Celia
Cerritelli who acted as DJ for the
evening. He also expressed regret
for those who were unable to arrive
early enough to gain admittance.
The spirit of everyone involved is
to be commended for making the
event the success it was.

The winning band of the Stag-Her Air Band competition consisted of: Gary
Delcotte, Marty Donohue, Rob Squatrito, Billy Donohue and John Costa;
shown here imitating REO Speedwagon.
[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]

The Drunkard
by Margery Grey
Staff Writer

What do a hero, a heroine, a
villain, and a barbershop quartet
all have in common? They are all
part of "The Drunkard" which
opens at the Playhouse on Monday
night April 26.
Tickets for "The Drunkard" sold
out in four hours time and it's not
surprising why. The story concerns
a mother and her daughter who are
trying to be evicted from their cottage because the benefactor of the
cottage has died. Cribbs, the villain
played by Mark Kerrigan, wants
them evicted, and he convinces Edward the hero (played by Tom Har-

kins) to be an accomplice in his
scheme. Cribbs leads Edward to
the "path of drink and degradation" and he becomes the drunkard. But eventually Edward sees
the light, thanks to the Salvation
Army. They all are saved and live
happily ever after. The show promises to be packed with melodrama.
Along with the major story are
lots of minor subplots and loads of
activities. The play will be set up
cabaret style, with the chorus members doubling as ushers who will be
serving beer to the audience. There
will be plenty of opportunity for
audience participation in singalongs, as well as many spectacular
(Cont'd, on Page 12)

The Go-Go's won the award for best costume. This was no black tie affair.

Quill & Song

A Montage of Talents
by Lucia M. Mercurio
Arts and Entertainment Editor
:

UMOJA'S Fashion Extravaganza
by Barbara S. Nell
Graphics Editor

Last Saturday night, this year's best dressed were
in the Oak Room, both on and off the stage, as
UMOJA and SASA (the Spanish American Student
Association) presented their 4th Annual Fashion
Extravaganza.
The evening began with a delicious meal of Spanish
cuisine prepared by the lady's
group of St. John's Church of New
Haven. Immediately following,
pianist Tommy Harris set the mood
by playing a few popular songs.
With the dimming of lights and
an introduction by Jose Ortez; commentators Zaida, an alumnus and
her Brother Andre Chaparro a modeling teacher started the Fashion
Extravaganza. Sixteen students
began their performance of modeling designer clothes in six different
categories.
The show began with the basics.
Lingerie from simple to lacey, supplied by B.J. Lingerie of Fairfield,
received ooh's and ah's, as six students paraded across the stage.
Working through the hours of the
day, sports wear came next. It offered more than just tennis and
jogging apparel. Johnna Warner, co-captain of the
women's basketball team, appeared in a jungle print
gaucho set. Bill Entwistle highlighted this category
by roller skating onto the stage. He entertained the
audience with a variety of surprise leaps and dancing
steps.
Swimming is a separate sport in itself. The group
presented a not so typical Fairfield Beach scene. The
styles varied for both men and women. There were

[Photo by Ellen Dougherty]

one piece suits for women and conservative shorts for
men, but also a black bikini for the girls and a tight
silver bikini for the men.
For those warm spring days one cannot spend at
the beach, casual clothes were the answer. These
fashions varied just as much as the sports wear, each
piece fitting the model's style.
No matter what your taste, you could find something in the business wear, all exclusively designed
by Donald Carter and First Flight
Enterprises. The styles ranged
from tailored to ruffles, and relied
on traditional accents such as
handkerchiefs and matching shoes.
The display of formal wear
brought the evening to a close as
each performer modeled extravagant designs. One fashion worth
noting was a mini deress which
could be adjusted to any length
above or below the knee. The show
ended with the most formal display
of all. Vincent LoRicco, in a grey
tux with tails escorted his bride,
Cindy Fisher onto the stage. Her
gown was primarily chiffon and
lace with a long flowing veil.
A feeling of accomplishment was
in the air as the exhausted but
exuberant group met backstage.
Everyone agreed that the evening
owed its success to the original designs of Donald
Carter and First Flight Enterprises.
Through his own modeling experience, Jose Ortez,
a member of OMOJA and SASA, was able to bring
these talented designers to Fairfield. Irma Chaparro
handled the production side of the evening.
After the show, Irma was both pleased and relieved:
She stated: "OMOJA and SASA are coming closer to
their goal. We want to be a club for the whole university, not for just a few."

\ special evening of music
went by virtually
unnoticed on April 7 in the Oak
Room. Quill and Song, the annual night reserved for students to share their talents
with one another took place the
day following the April blizzard. Because of the weather,
attendance was minimal. This
did not, however, hamper the
enthusiasm or the participation of Fairfield students.
Quill and Song, sponsored
by the English department,
Groundstar and Special Events
commenced with Master of Ceremonies Bob Breen who introduced the readers. The night
was a montage of poetry, song,
and monologues. Highlights included Jean Zoeller who read a
monologue entitled "Suicide
Hotline," written by Robert
Tresman; poetry by Groundstar
editors including James Hogan
Love, Bud Drapeau, Mary-Margaret Walsh, Carl Gustafson
and Lucia Mercurio; and a special guest, graduate Randy
Coates who performed his original tunes.
an(j poetry

His songs tell stories. Stories
of people's lives that one can
relate to. "Angered by the
Rain," and "Out on the River"
were two such pieces.
The poets who read also had
stories to tell. James Hogan
Love's poem, "Colefield Farm,"
tried to recreate the poet's
childhood farm, and the comfort he found there. Bob
Breen's "Whale Watch" demonstrated the influence whale
hunting has had on this young
poet. His work has been recognized throughout Connecticut

through his acceptance into the
Connecticut Poetry Circuit.
"Two Wine Glasses,", by Carl
Gustafson shows the sensitivity and Romantic side of this
poet:
We are
As two wine glasses —
Fragile beauty
Inside of glass houses.
Bud Drapeau's "Breakfast At
The Freuds" brings out the
Influence studying psychology
has had on him:
Sigmund Freud would only eat
bananas in the bathroom.
Door locked. Faucet running. Door
locked again.
Only then would he begin to peel it
down.
One strip, then another, imagining
the banana. Some flower he had
known in his childhood. Thumbing off pieces with his bare hand.
"She loves me, she loves me
not. . ."
Lips encircle fruit, consummation,
a sunflower bursting back to
mother.
Other moving monologues
were read by Dan Fitspatrick,
Michael Coyne, John Mills and
Bill Entwistle.
Michael Coyne's "I Can Handle It" which told the story of
an alcoholic and the battle he
fights with himself, captured
the audience with its relevance
to college students. "The Holy
Awareness," by Dan Fitspatrick
also had meaning for those who
had religion thrown at them,
only to find it in an unsuspecting place.
In spite of the limited attendance, Quill and Song gave Fairfield writers a chance to
demonstrate and share their
talents.

v
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The Police

Arresting in Hartford
by Richard K. Mealey
Staff Writer

I hadn't heard that Bow Wow
Wow was opening for the Police,
so I settled back in my chair on
April 10 for an hour of controversy
at the Hartford Civic Center. That
was surprise number one. Number
two: true to their name, Bow Wow
Wow is a dog of an act. I think
even a dog act would've been
better.
They might
have been okay
if all their
songs didn't
careen along to
the same Borneo beat all
evening, and if
they had (even
for the sake of variety) thrown in a
few numbers that weren't in the
key of D-flat minor. After a while it
sounded like the same song stopping, then starting all over again.
Bow Wow Wow is an exercise in
audience exasperation.
Surprise number three: the Police's patented lean, treble sound
comes across about the same in
concert. With a few more rough
edges maybe, and of course Andy
Summers and Stewart Copeland
singing harmony to Sting's lead,
but still much as you hear it on
record, which is to say awesome.
If you go to see the Police (April
22 at Nassau Coliseum), be prepared to sing along at every available opportunity. The songs, as
we all know, are so memorable
and (deceptively) simple that when
you are at the show you can sing
out loud and not feel stupid, because the person next to you is
singing too.
The first two numbers they
played (not counting) the tape of

"Voices Inside My Head" which
escorted the Police and their
three-man horn line to the stage)
set the tone. These were "Message in a Bottle" and "Every Little
Thing She Does Is Magic." Surprise number four (the third being
the singalongs this early in the
show) was the sense of dynamics
with which the band played, which
is (sadly) almost lost on the original recordings.
The hit parade went on: "Spirits
in the Material
World," "J'Aurais Toujours
Faim de Toi,"
featuring
a
steamy tenor
sax solo that
>?
almost went
on too long,
"Shadows in
the Rain," "De Doo Doo Doo, De
Da Da Da," "Invisible Sun" (the
BBC, who banned it from airplay,
would hate to think that this version existed —it sounded so hopeful!),"Driven to Tears," and
"Demolition Man." Here was a surprise number five: while Andy
Summers is usually reticent on
record as far as flash guitar solos,
on stage he not only lets loose but
never bothers with the typical
guitar cliches (blues scales, for
example). In contrast, Stewart
Copeland whose drumming is already frenetic on vinyl, is even
more so onstage. In any other
band it would be dismissed as
bombast; here, it fits in with
Sting's songs. And fits well.
Just to prove they were still into
reggae, the set also included "One
World (Not Three)," "The Bed's
Too Big Without You" and the setclosing "Roxanne." The encore
consisted of a very driving "Don't
Stand So Close to Me." Sting had
been saving his trademark tenor

"Surprise number
four. . .was the
sense of dynamics
with which the
band played

for this one: at times he sounded
hoarse during the evening, but
now the high-pitched melodies
soared above the now-murky, nowbouncy arrangement. But the encore wasn't over yet. The only
other song they had to play was
"Can't Stand Losing You." The
instrumental section was extended to include (as it always has)
"Regatta de Blanc" (complete
with 'ee-yo's') and a joyous calland-response in "Be My Girl."
Now the horn section, previously
reduced to playing sophomoric arrangements (reminiscent of the
TAMI show) and verbatim renderings of the saxes on Ghost in the
Machine, was wailing away as if at
Jericho, testifying like a prayer
meeting.
So half the show was a waste,
but the other half gave us more
excitement than two other showst

On April 16 Soprano Lucy Shelton ended the 1981-82 Evenings of Music
Series on a perfect note. The distinguished soloist performed pieces by
Stravinsky, Faure, Ives, Strauss and Dvorak.
[Photo by John Pastorelle]

A Concerted Effort in "Our Town"
by Lisa Marie Sosa
Insights Editor
Time, or actually, the lack of
time for rehearsals, proved detrimental to the Fairfield University
production of "Our Town." After
only three weeks of rehearsals,
the play ran from March 29 until
April 3.
Unconvincing dialogues and
slowness of movement dragged
the first of the three acts. During
the first act, with the exception of
Mr. Richard Forsyth who portrayed the Stage Manager, the
cast seemed preoccupied with
remembering their lines and not
with their expressions and reactions. Yet, Mr. Forsyth consistently and effectively portrayed the
slow, soft spoken narrator. He perfectly captured these stereotyped

Wacko
If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, American
Express would like to offer you the American Express" Card.
What are we?
Crazy?
No, confident. Confident of your future. But even more than that. We're
confident of you now. And we're proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the American Express Card now?
Well, if you're planning a trip across country or around the world, the
American Express Card is a real help. Get plane tickets with it. Then use it for
hotels and restaurants all over the world. And, if you should need any help while
you're away, just go to any American Express Travel Service Office* wherever you
are-and they'll help out.
f
Of course, the Card also helps you
establish your credit history. And it's great
for restaurants and shopping right at home.
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at your
college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it?'

qualities of an older man in a small
town. As director Nora Edmonds
said, "he brings the show to life."
Jennifer Daniel, who played
Emily Webb, was the other highlight of the evening. She gave an
enjoyable and believable performance of a shy small town girl.
Whereas the first act was filled
with information about the towrt
and its inhabitants, the other two
acts were more action filled.
These next two acts were filled
with scenes drenched with humor
and sadness—two qualities that
characterize life. The audience
watched the characters go from
childhood love to marriage and
finally to death. As the individuals
passed through their lives, the
town itself never seemed to

change.
Although the setting of the play
was simple, it was effective in expressing the plainness of this
small town called "Our Town."
The Playhouse production of
"Our Town" had the potential of
being an excellent play. Apparently, the lack of time hindered most
of the actors from being confident
in rendering their lines. The
scenes which lacked much
dialogue, were done very well. The
only scene which was performed
quite well, was one in which Emily
Webb and George Gibbs, played
by Gary Eckrich, realized their love
for one another in the soda shop.
The students and community
members gave a concerted effort
in this production, but more was
needed.

CLEANERS-TAILORS-LAUNDERERS

FAIRFIELD

Netto

255-106S

TRADING POST

1580 Post Rd.

For all your
floral needs,
corsages, gifts,
etc.
HANSENS FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES
345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-0461
"No wind favors him who has no destined port"
Montaigne

Career
Decisions
[For the
l8Q»s

1. Directions
2. Changes
3. Job Strategies

Look for an application on campus.
•Tr.uel Ser\ lie OttKe. i>t American b\pre«(_\'inp.in\. it. -uKiJurie-, .inJRerrs

t American bxr>rc\> O'mrwn. IVK2

Career Counseling can help.....
Regina Heidi
18 Reef Rd.
Career and personal
Ffld, CT.
counseling
by appt.
Initial session $10
255-4830
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Open Mike II

Amateurs Turn Professional
by Marlene Mockalis
Staff Writer

The first co-ed singing group that were ever formed, will perform for the
second time this year on April 26, at 8:00 P.M. in the Oak Room. The
Chamber Singers will perform alone and with the University Chamber Orches,ra

-

[Photo by Vincent DeAngelis]

Open Mike II took place in the
Stag-Her Inn on the first Thursday
of this month. Four acts performed.
Beginning the evening was Linda Lagana, the female soloist
whose vocals and acoustic guitar
playing recreated songs by the
Eagles, Loggins and Messina,
Fleetwood Mac and Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young. Linda, after being introduced by Graduate Assistant Dave Fagone, introduced
herself by demonstrating her
musical talents. "Desperado"
began her set and was followed by
"Take it Easy," "Danny's Song,"

"Landslide," and "Helplessly Hoping."
Junior John Dieck and Sophomore Ed Neeck performed next.
Both played Ibanez Electric
guitars and sang. Their repertoire
consisted of a wide variety of
songs originally by such artists as
the Monkees, the Moody Blues
and Neil Diamond. The selections
included "Story in Your Eyes,"
"Runaway," "Fire," "I'm a
Believer," and "Sweet Caroline."
Dan Fogelberg's "Part of the
Plan" and the Eagles' "Take it
Easy" contributed to the mellower
portion of their act.
Third in this line of talented
students was Tom Boronkay who
also participated in the previous

Spender: 'audacity of imagination'
by Lisa Marie Ferraro
Staff Writer
In his introductory statement to
Stephen Spender, Dr. Nicholas
Rinaldi commented that Spender
has "pertinacity in the probe for
the truth in life" as well as an
"audacity of imagination." This is
highly evident in his work.
As with any artist, certain
events in their lives formulate enduring impressions upon them
from which they draw to create
their work. Many historical events
have served as the motivation of
the creative force in Stephen
Spender. Two events which have
proven themselves significant to

Drunkard
(Cont'd, from page 10)

dance numbers and a soft shoe act.
Some favorite tunes will include
"Won't You Come Home Bill Bailey," "A Cup of Coffee," and "In
the Good 01' Summertime."
Some of the more technical
aspects of the play will be cue cards
for the audience reading "boo" and
"hiss," cue music foreshadowing
the entrance of certain characters
(the villain, hero, etc.), actors and
actresses in "freeze frames," and
the playhouse set up as a Victorian
music hall.
The show will be an all student
production with the exception of
Tbm Zingarelli as director. Karen
Pizzuto will be producer and Ulrike
Busch will be stage manager. With
only three weeks time to put the
show together the entire cast has
had to put a lot of extra time and
work into the show. It should prove
to be a rather exciting time. The
show will run through Friday May
1st.

him are the time he spent residing
in Berlin from 1930-1931 and the
Spanish Civil War.
His experiences of Berlin made
him acutely aware of the Nazis,
fighting, prisoners, and extreme
poverty of the economic depression that pervaded the atmosphere. One result was a poem entitled
appropriately
"The
Prisoners" which reflected the
tone of the concentration camps.
"An Elementary School Classroom in a Slum" deals with the
economic depression and its effect upon society and focuses
upon the children. He proposes to
the reader that the education is
lost on these children whose lives
will be insignificant unless they
are capable to using it to alter
their conditions.
He attacks war in "Ultima Ratio
Regum" whose English translation is the final argument of kings.
This poem was inspired by the
Spanish Civil War and the International Brigade which was composed of young people from all over
Europe who joined forces to combat Franco in Spain. In the first
and last verses of the poem he
powerfully challenges the justification of a life lost in war:
The guns spell money's
ultimate reason
In letters of lead on the Spring
hillside
But the boy lying dead under the
olive trees
Was too young and too silly
To have been notable to their
important eye.
He was a better target for a kiss.
Consider his life which was
valueless.
In terms of employment, hotel,
ledgers, news files.
Consider. One bullet in ten
thousand kills a man.

Ask. Was so much expenditure
justified.
On the death of one so young,
and so silly
Lying under the olive tree, O
world, O death.
Stephen Spender was a contemporary and friend to many of the
most celebrated poets of this century. They included such men as
W.H. Auden who was a close personal friend, and Christopher
Isherwood. Auden and Spender
were at Oxford together, and
Spender says Auden's influence
on him was tremendous. Although
Auden is an impersonal poet and
Spender is a personal one,
iSpeffder commented that Auden
made him "careful and aware of

what I was doing." Others of
whose work he is particularly fond
include W.B. Yeats and T.S. Eliot.
In commenting on writing in
general Spender says that he
always wrote in spurts. He says
he's "never written easily" and it
"seems to get more difficult." He
admires nature poetry for he feels
that he doesn't excel in it. His final
words were appropriate, concerning his medium. "Writers," he
declares, "are the most fortunate
artists for their medium, language,
is everywhere and is constantly increasing and expanding its boundaries. A writer knows no barriers
for he can never exhaust the
possibilities of the components of
his work."

Open Mike. Dave Fagone prepared
the audience and hinted at what
we should expect when he said
Tom was an unusual type and told
us to listen to the words of the
songs. What Tom does is learn the
music to a song while rewriting
the lyrics to tell a funny story.
For example, "Hotel California"
by the Eagles became "College
Sunday Morning"--a revealing
anecdote about the people living
in Northwest. The first verse in
"Dust in the Wind" by Kansas was
changed to: "He blows his nose,
Only for a moment and it runs
again," and the song was renamed
"Dust Up His Nose."
The evening came to a conclusion with Paul Stapleton who combined guitar playing and singing
with harmonica playing.
Open Mike was more than simply a night of entertainment; the
four acts were competing to return
in an appearance with the winner
of the last Open Mike. While the
performers were on stage, three
judges were deciding who they
would choose to perform with Tim
Sheridan in the upcoming May 1st
coffee house. At the end of the
evening it was announced that
first place went to Linda Lagana.
Tom Boronkay placed 2nd, and
Paul Stapleton placed 3rd.
Open Mike has always been a
success in the past because it is
an enjoyable evening for everyone.
Amateurs have the chance to turn
professional, and students have
the chance to see their gifted
friends perform for a sizable audience.

c Bud Light

As grades rise
beer prices drop

Busch Exports
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Tel. No.

259-3330
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Question:

What methods have you resorted
to in order to get a date for Dogwood?

#

Maura Murphy, '83
I'm going to dress my dog and
take him.

Len Dacanay, '85
I put a personal ad In the Mirror
and offered any willing female a
mere fee.

Amy Searles, '83
| shaved my head in order to be
noticed.

Bob Ramsthaler, '84
I tried offering money to unsuspecting women, and if that did not
work I have a good friend at the
morgue.

Anonymous, '87
I promised my date that I would
wear a paper bag. She said that
sounded reasonable and consented.

Photos and
Answers compiled by Kevin Kumke Asst P/HXO Editor
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1136 Post Road —
Right off Shuttle Route
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Telephone: (203) 255-3506
IT'S DOWN THE HILL

*c* GOOD
SANDWICHES

Gold's

Dailey's
Flower Shop
2151 Black Rock Tpke.

THE
DELICATESSEN
PEOPLE

873 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD

Next to the
Angus Steak House
Ed and Tim Dailey

336-1895
/■ \ U.S. License #628

MONO
We Want It!

The Black Sheep of
11 Canadian Liquors.
A one hundred proof potency that simmers
just below the surface. Yet, it's so smooth and
flavorful, it's unlike any Canadian liquor you
have ever tasted. Straight, mixed, or on the
, rocks, Yukon Jack is truly a black
sheep. A spirit unto itself.

Yikon Jack.
100 Proof. Strong and Smooth.
■rtjkon Jack* 100 Proof Imported Liqueur Bottled by Heubtem Inc.. Hartford, Conn Sole Agents U SA* 01907 Dodd. Mead & Co.. Inc

STUDENTS URGENTLY
NEEDED FOR IMPORTANT
NEW PROJECT.
You may qualify for this
plasma donation program if:
You have had MONO in the
past 8 weeks.
You are otherwise in good
health.
You are 18 or older & reliable.

THIS PROGRAM WILL BE FINANCIALLY
REWARDING IF YOU QUALIFY.
For details & an appointment call:

366-3244
COLUMBIA BI0L0GICALS
60 KATONA DRIVE, FAIRFIELD, CONN.
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Classified
THE MIRROR WILL ACCEPT PREPAID MAIL-IN
OR WALK-IN CLASSIFIEDS ONLY. IF YOU
WISH TO PLACE YOUR AD IN THE COUNSELING CENTER FILE AS WELL AS IN THE MIRROR FOR A *3 FEE, PLEASE CONTACT THE
COUNSELING CENTER OR CALL THE MIRROR
AT 255-5411, EXT. 2533.
P.T. until end of school, then fulltime for summer. Yard work, tree
trimming, building fences, planting shrubs, lots of land. Run lawn
mower. Card #510.
PART TIME. In store demonstration of paint prods. Fairfield county area: 2nd or 3rd Sat. in May. 10
A.M. - 3 P.M. $5 per hr. Possible
future employment. Looking for
outgoing personality. Card #509.
STUDENT needed for babysitting
and It. housekeeping. Once a
wk.—Thurs. - 3 daughters - Own
trans, perferred. Card #507.
CHAMBER Music Quartet - June
6th 4:00 P.M. - 8:00 P.M. Card #506.
IMMEDIATELY - Grounds maintenance - one wks. work. Card
#505.
MARKETING of Business Student.
Gain exper. in sales by working for
a sales professional at a corp.
Flex, hrs. Card #504.
LIVE-IN helper w/drivers license
needed by elderly couple - Lt.
housekeeping, some meal preparation in exchange for room,
board, and negotiated salary-Near
Univ.-Yr. round (Summer too.)
Card #503.
TYPIST. 4 hrs. wk. (V2 day). Card
#502.
IMMEDIATE - Secretary. 20 hrs.
wk. flex. $3.50 hr. Card #501.
RECEPTIONIST/Switch board
Operator. P/T. Typing and clerical
duties also. Card #499.
BOOKKEEPER - Accountant - Flex.
20-25 hrs. wk. - Hourly salary based
on exper. Exper. necessary. Yr.
round job. Jr. or Sr. pr Grad. student. Card #498.
WAITRESSES-Retirement Center.
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 A.M.-9:30 A.M. and
lunch Mon.-Fri., 11:30 A.M.-3:00
P.M. $4 hr. Card #497.
SUMMER '82 - Room avble. to
female student May-Aug. (flex.)Jn
exchange for mothers helper role
for 5 and 2 yr. old. Some daytime,
some eve. help. Located across
from beach, Fairfield. Card #496.
MOTHERS helper live-in for the
summer months. Infant and 4 yr.
old. Someone w/exper. w/children.
Lt. housekeeping. No smoking.
Card #495.
NEEDED BY APRIL 26th - Child
care. Pick up from day care center
in Trumbull, Ct. at 5 P.M. & bring
home & stay 'til 6 P.M. (Put dinner
in oven). 5 days wk.-car necessary.
Salary neg. Card #494.
COMPUTER operator. 4-10 P.M. 20
hrs. wk. 6 mo. exper. on IBM or
NCR. Operate production runs. $5
hr. Card #492.
MAGAZINE education dept. looking for students as reps. P/T. All
time spent is up to the individ. All
materials needed, provided at no
cost to the individ. Card #490.

STUDENT needed for sales-Must
be experienced camper. Hrs. flex.
Card #489.
BABYSITTING in exchange for a
room. 3 children: 3, 5, & 8. Card
#486.

AL'S
PLACE
(corner Mill Plain & Post Rd.)
NITELY SPECIALS

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES

»3
»1

Monday & Tuesday Nights

25* Drafts

for 15 words
or less

9-12 A.M.
Thursday Night Movie
Jaws
9:30 P.M.

each additional
10 words.

TEMPORARY JOB - April 26-30.
Child care—4 children (3 in
school) plus 3 yr. old. 12 noon-6
P.M. (husband home at 3 P.M.) Live
in OK (extra room) Own trans,
necessary. Card #470.
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GMATl
LSAT
MCAT

5caprain's

REVIEW PROGRAMS

June 16 NEW LSAT: Begin to improve your writing
skills now for the new essay section.
June 23 GMAT: Register now lor June seminars.
Receive our Math Refresher text by return mail.

Call now: 800 922-4635

SCAGRAM DISTILLERS CO., N.Y.C. AMERICAN WHISKEY-A BLEND. 80 PROOF
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Netmen Recover from Slow Start
by John Yuuch
Staff Writer
Under head coach Dr. Joseph Grassi, the Fairfield
tennis team has started its season by winning three
of its first seven matches.
The season began badly, as the Stags played a
tough Providence squad which had recently captured
the ECAC tennis title. The Stags were soundly beaten
as they lost all nine matches.
Things did not get much better for the netmen as
they traveled down to New York to play lona. Eric
Lemieux, playing at sixth singles, was the only Stag
able to muster a victory as many of the netmen ran into hard luck in three set matches. Thus the Stags
became 0-2 overall and 0-1 in the Metro Atlantic conference.
The netmen were now in desperate need of a victory and they came through in the clutch as they won
six of nine events against Vassar College. The contest was decided early as Ray Liss, Brian Murphy, Jon
Raichelson, Rich O'Keefe and Lemieux all won their
singles matches. Liss and Murphy were also impressive in their doubles victory.
Connecticut College provided the Stags with
another tough match. The netmen lost five of the six
singles events before rain put an end to the activities
of the afternoon. Eric Lemieux, who has been playing
consistent tennis all spring, recorded the only Fairfield victory as the Stags saw their record drop to 1-3.
The next two matches against the University of
Bridgeport and the University of Hartford provided
the turning point of the season for Fairfield.
Against Bridgeport, Liss, Raichelson, O'Keefe and
Lemieux gave the Stags a commanding 4-2 lead going

into the doubles competition. From there, the netmen
showed their superiority as the doubles teams of Liss
and Murphy, Kevin Cunningham and Raichelson, and
O'Keefe and John Haggerott all won.
The match against Hartford was by far the most exciting match of the season. In the singles competition Murphy, O'Keefe and Lemieux won their individual matches to make the score 3-3, after trailing
3-0. The Stags needed to win two of three of the
doubles events to record a victory and they did just
that as the duos of Liss and Murphy and O'Keefe and
Haggerott came through with clutch victories. Cocaptain Cunningham remarked: "The Hartford match
was the turning point of the season for us. It brought
us to the .500 mark and proved that we could come
through in tight situations."
Even after coming up with such an important victory, the Stags were unable to beat a tough Villanova
squad. However, the experience of playing such
talented teams as Villanova and Providence will no
doubt pay off for the netmen as their most important
matches are coming up in the following two weeks.
The Stags have thus far attained a 3-4 mark going
into this week's competition. At press time, the
netmen will have begun their most crucial week by
playing Fordham, St. Johns and Western Connecticut
State College. Also, this weekend the netmen will
play in the MAC playoffs.
Coach Grassi feels that the next few days will show
what kind of team has been produced this year. "This
week will determine what kind of season we will have.
So far we have played up to par against the good
teams. We need to beat the good teams if we are to
have a successful season."

.-::
Shown here in recent tennis action returning a forehand, John Raichelson returns a forehand. A freshman, Raichelson has been a nice compliment to the Stags team. After a 1 -3 start, the netmen rebounded nicely to
raise their record to 3-4.
[photo by Vinny DeAngelis]

A Fairfield First

Watt Wins 3000 At Southern

Softball Team Sweeps
Trinity
by Delia Smith
Staff Writer
In their home opener Saturday,
Fairfield's women's Softball team
took two games from Trinity College.
In the first game, the Lady Stags

collected 11 hits en route to a 15-4
victory.
Offensively, Junior Brenda Lobdell led the way for Fairfield going
3 for 4 on the day. Senior Merci
Madar added a three run homer for
the Lady Stags. Betsy Brady gained the win for Fairfield upping her
record to 1-2.
In the second contest, Fairfield
jumped out to the lead in the second inning and never trailed.
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They held off the visitors from
Hartford to win 8-4.
Lobdell and Madar again provided punch offensively. Lobdell
went 2 for 3 and hit a two run
homer while Madar slugged a two
run homer. Erin O'Brien added 2
hits and scored 2 hits - a triple and
a double - and produced 2 RBI's.
Marlene Barone registered the
win while Linda Odenwalder gained the save.
First year head coach Bruce
Lazar was pleased with the sweep.
"I wouldn't be happy if we hadn't
won. The team is getting better
and better with each game. The
team isn't complete yet, but we're
getting there," he commented.
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THE
NEW NAUT
1144 Reef Rd.

by Delia J. Smith
Staff Writer
Joan Watt recorded Fairfield
University's Women's Track's first
intercollegiate victory in the 3000
meter run in a tri-college meet
among Fairfield, Southern Connecticut, and Stonybrook last Tuesday. She finished in 12:40.2, just
ahead of Cathy Connelly also from
Fairfield who finished second with
a time of 12:45.55.
In other events, Cathy Connelly
finished third in the 1500 meter
run with a clocking of 5:44, while
Tricia Ciolek placed fifth in 6:21.
Cheryl Fairley finished the first
heat of the 100 meter dash in fifth
place with a time of 15:8 seconds.
In the second heat, Maureen Brady came in fifth in 16 seconds.
In the 200 meter dash, Cheryl
Fairley placed fifth in the second
heat in 33.5 seconds while Maureen Brady placed fifth in the first
heat in 33.6 seconds.
In the Southern Connecticut In-

JOHN E. PERHAM
GUILD OPTICIAN
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vitational, held three weeks ago,
Fairfield's 4x100 meter relay team
came in fifth in 64 seconds.
In the 1500 meter run, Carla Lohmann placed tenth in 6:13, and
Jeanie Begley finished in twelfth
place with a time of 6:38.
In the 400 meter run, Irma Cippera placed sixth in 77.6 seconds
and Sue Stephen placed sixth in
77.6 seconds.
In the 55 meter dash, Karen Hill
placed sixth in the first heat with a
time of 8.3 seconds and in the second heat, Cheryl Fairley placed
fourth in 8.5 seconds and Maureen
Brady came in sixth in 8.9
seconds.
In the 800 meter run, Angela
King placed ninth in 2:51.93. In the
200 meter dash, Karen Hill placed
third in the second heat in 31.4
seconds while in the third heat,
Cheryl Fairley placed fourth (33.6)
and Maureen Brady placed fifth
(34.2).
In the 3000 meter run, Joan Watt
placed sixth with a clocking of
12:30.8, Cathy Connelly placed
eighth in 12:45, Eileen Johnston
placed tenth in 13:31, and Tricia
Ciolek was eleventh with a clocking of 13:35.
The club's next meet will be the
Sixth Annual Hartwick College Invitational on Saturday, April 24.

.D.

KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HWY-FAIRFIELD

333-7541

OPEN: TUES-FH110-8, SAT 9-5
Across from Traynor Volkswagen

"BRICK WALK"
1275 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430
OPP. POST OFFICE
(203) 255-3605

MIR0 FARMS
Fresh Fruits &
Vegetables
Fresh Made Apple Cider
1900 Black Rock Turnpike I
Fairfield

**•****•

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 P.M. Mon.-Fri.
All Bar Drinks M.OO
25* Drafts
S
s

Make sure
you're there!

i

WATCH FOR
SPECIALS!

w

TRIDENT gfo
RECORDSHr
•LARGEST SELECTION JEWELRY & T-SHIRTS
•LOW PRICES ON RECORDS & TAPES
•OVER "2000" USED RECORDS PRICED FROM $1 to $3

*
*
*
*

—JOIN OUR RECORD CLUB-

*
*
*
*

BUY TEN-GET ONE FREE!!
Always The Lowest Prices on Records & Tapes in The Area!

57 Unquowa Road Fairfield AFP A QOQ
(Near Community Theater) XW^" I OOO

M^-Sat
10-6

'************♦*******•*******•****•********•*•*

*
*

+

*
*
*
*
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Stags Pitching Turns Season Around
by Joe DiPietro
Staff Writer
Baseball is a much easier game
up north, isn't it Fairfield? Great
performances and great weather
propelled the Stags to seven wins
against only one loss last week,
leaving the squad's record at 8-9
overall, 8-4 up north, and 1-0 in the
MAAC.
The week began with a 5-0 win
over Holy Cross. Keith D'Amato
allowed only three hits in his complete game victory. The offense
was provided by Joe DeVellis and
Carm Farese who each went
2-for-4 with a homer.
DeVellis' first inning homer
gave the Stags an early 1-0 lead.
That held up until the sixth when
Chris Tiso walked and Farese
belted his second round tripper of
the year. Insurance was provided
in the seventh as Dennis Dombrowski walked and was doubled
in by Billy Albino. Albino then
stole third and scored on an error.
D'Amato never gave Holy Cross a
chance to come back.
The pitching was once again
superb as Jim Kenning struck out
seven to beat Columbia 2-1. The
Stags trailed 1-0 until the seventh
inning when Dombrowski walked,
took second on an error, and
scored on a Joe DeVellis single
which was bobbled by the right
fielder. It stayed that way until the
ninth when the rally hats were
brought out. Albino drew a walk
and easily stole second. DeVellis
sacrificed him to third so Columbia drew its infield in. But once
again, the speed of Albino reaped
dividends. Al Zappala ripped a
shot to the shortstop who made
an incredible, diving stab. But
Albino beat the throw to the plate
and was mobbed by his teammates.
The weather was beautiful for
last Thursday's contest against
MAAC foe lona. "It's just a great
day to be alive," smiled catcher
Curt Washburn from the bullpen.
Indeed it was as Fairfield clubbed
lona 10-7. Tony Corrado started
things off with a second inning
single. Mike Delia Vecchia drove

him in with a double and was saclege forged across two runs in the
scored on a throwing error to give
turned this club around. D'Amarificed to third on a great bunt by
eighth inning but D'Amato (3-0)
Fairfield a 3-0 lead. In the fourth,
to's two complete games along
Dennis Dombrowski. Albino then
Albino walked, promptly stole
shut the door on the Eagles in the
with Kenning and McCandlish
walked and stole second and Joe
ninth.
second base off the pitcher, and
have been the backbone of the
DeVellis scored both runners with
came around to score on DeVellis'
So Fairfield must be glad to be
seven-win team. One should look
a clean single to give Fairfield a
one out single. Tony Corrado tripout of the South. Mike Delia Vecfor some bench production now
3-0 lead. They got one more in the
led in a run in the fifth and scored
chia (.326) and Joe DeVellis are hitbecause the Fairfield Stags have
fourth when Delia Vecchia singled
on Steve Carlott's sacrifice fly to ting very well. It has been the
been called upon to play eleven
home Steve Carlotto who had
end the Stag scoring. Boston Colpitching, however, that has simply
games in the last ten days.
doubled. The Stags jumped out to
a 9-1 lead in the fifth with five runs.
Zappala walked, Carlotto singled,
Corrado hit a sacrifice fly, and a
red-hot DellaVecchia tripled in
two. Dombrowski delivered an
r.b.i. single and one run scored on
a wild pitch. Dave Moore and Doug
Hofstedt aided the tiring Dave
Caseria to preserve the victory.
Friday's game against the University of Bridgeport was the Bob
McCandlish show. McCandlish's
fastball was at its best as he
struck out fourteen batters and
allowed only three hits en route to
a 2-0 win. Fairfield got all their
runs in the second inning. Delia
Vecchia laced a single and Al
Zappala doubled. Delia Vecchia
reached home on a wild pitch and
Zappala scored on a Tony Corrado
double. Bridgeport never mounted
a serious threat against Mr.
McCandlish.
The Stags then visited Northeastern for a doubleheader and
came away with a split. They won
the first game on the strength of
Joe DeVellis' bat. The senior cocaptain went 2-for-3 with a double Sophomore pitcher Bob McCandlish (center) is congratulated by teammates after pitching possibly the best
and two r.b.i.'s. Freshman Doug game of his college career, striking out fourteen and giving up three hits in his 2-0 victory over U.B.
[Photo by Kathy Zaczynski]
Hofstedt picked up the 8-6 win in
relief.
Although the squad scored
seven runs in the first four
innings, they could not manage to
hold on for the victory in the
second game. Chris Tiso and
George Meuger had rough outings
on the mound for the Stags. Al
Zappala provided most of the offense, going 2-for-2 with two
r.b.i.'s in the disappointing 10-8
defeat.
Keith D'Amato got the Stags
back on their winning ways by
beating Boston College 6-3 on
Sunday. Joe DeVellis walked in
the third and Zappala followed
tournament held last year SouthLiterally moments later the
by Jeff Cahill
with a single. Two more runs
ern Connecticut and as was the Stags went up against Boston U.
Sports Editor
Despite being 2-3 thus far in case in the Maine tournament held in the finals (S.C. had been disApril and posting an overall record last year Southern came out on qualified for disciplinary action)
and O'Connor put another one
of 4-3 the Fairfield Lax-men have top, 13-10.
T.J. Fitzsimmons. and freshman home at the :33 mark. When Quinn
played
some
impressive
ball.
After
round was an 86 with sophomore
falling 5-3 to Stonybrook in a tor- Larry Phelan scored twice while added one at 6:00, and Mark
Dave Dell matching URI's top man
rential rainstorm the Stags all but Gallione added one goal and Degennaro at 9:15 the laxmen had
Pat Hogan, shooting an eight over
a 3-2 lead. But a beleaguered Fairpicked up two assists.
rinsed out lowly Fordham 12-3.
par 80. Dell breezed through the
field squad couldn't keep up and
Fairfield
bounced
back
beating
The Stonybrook loss featured
front nine making the turn at one
Dean Jr. College on Sunday 10-9 by half time B.U. had a 6-3 lead and
goals
from
fleet
footed
senior
over, but scored 43 on the back.
Mark Degennaro, freshman John as John O'Connor scored three never looked back, winning 9-5.
Behind Dell were Dave Panico's
Fairfield plays a tough oppogoals in a span of 3:30 of the
O'Connor, and senior Tom Gal85, junior Frank Mara 87, Captain
lione. Both O'Connor and Co- fourth quarter boosting the Stags nent in St. Johns today on the
Bobby Decant 89, and junior Dan
lacrosse field at 3:30.
to a one goal win.
Captain Gallione have played vital
Dumas, who hasn't played comroles providing offensive punch
petitive golf since highschool,
from the attack slot.
shot a 91. Sophomore Tucker
Coach Bill Condon commented
O'Connell tried to play with a
on the offense, "The guys up front
broken finger but was forced to
are playing super. It's a good
noon. The conversion was short
by Tom White
drop out of the match after only a
boost when you know your attackbut Fairfield held an 8-0 advanfew holes.
men can score like these guys."
tage.
The Fordham game witnessed This past Saturday the GeorgeDespite four cancellations and
Throughout the second-half the
some of this scoring potential as town Rugby Club made the trip
the loss, Coach Costa is opFairfield scrum consistently pushthe Stags jumped out to a quick north to battle the Fairfield Rugby
timistic about the rest of the
ed back the Georgetown scrum.
6-1 first quarter lead. Co-Captain Club. A large crowd was on hand
shortened season. "We have a
This again paid off, as Mike
Kevin Quinn was instrumental in to witness a 20-0 victory by Fairvery busy schedule this week and
Kelleher bulled across for a try.
the fast start scoring twice and field's A side.
next week with both matches and
From the opening kick-off the
Sean Byrne kicked the conversion
adding an assist.
tournaments, but I expect both
Fairfield scrum dominated the
increasing the Fairfield lead to
Over the weekend Fairfield was
John Flynn and Johnathan to be
game. Hooker Tom O'Brien was
called
upon
to
play
three
games
in
14-0.
playing and our team in fine shape
two days at the Boston University able to control the ball with the aid
Despite their comfortable lead,
for the tournaments."
LaCrosse Tournament.
of the other members of the
the
Fairfield ruggers did not
Fairfield will be competing in
On Saturday the Stags faced scrum: Scott Fredrickson, Steve
become complacent. With about
the M.A.C. tournament this weekarch-rival Southern Connecticut
MacGillvry, and Rich Kaps. The enone minute remaining, Tom White
end held at Army.
and as was the case in the Maine
tire first half was played in
pop-kicked past the Georgetown
Georgetown's end of the field. The
backs and fell on it for the final try
aggressive scrum play paid off
of the afternoon. Sean Bryne sucwhen Tim Walters scored the first
cessfully kicked the conversion
from a tough angle for a final
try of the day for a 4-0 lead.
Tom Hall and Mike McGuiness
score
of 20-0.
Orioles Div.
consistently frustrated the
Pirates
Div.
0
4
Outlandish Socks
Georgetown scrum by winning
In the B game, Georgetown
Tastebuds Return
3
1
3
What's Up
almost every lineout. This afford
fared no better.
Quarter Drafts
3
Giants Div.
ed backs such as Hugh Tuomey,
Jim O'Brien began the scoring
Dodgers Div.
0
2
The Hit Squad
Sean Duffy, and Paul Staphstrom
with a burst up the middle. Bill
Gonzaga Bung Holes
3
1
2
Drifters
many opportunities to run with the
Cochrane nailed the conversion
Scatological
2
1
2
DB's
for a 6-0 lead. Minutes later
ball.
Ffld.U. College Kids
2
Indians Div.
This running game, along with
Cochrane hit a penalty kick to up
Sleg
Cheese
2
the lead to 9-0.
the stellar defense of Sean Byrne
0
2
Flaming A's
Women:
In the second half Jay Power
and Mike Riley, allowed George1
2
Snatch
A's Division
continued the scoring with a forty
town to cross midfield only three
1
2
The Few
Sultress of Swing
3
times in the entire first half.
yard run. Jim Lee hit the conver1
2
The Pitmen
Prestigious Regis
2
In the second half the story was
sion. Joe Graziano powered over
Red Sox Div.
Angels Div.
the same: Fairfield dominated.
for another score. The conversion
0
3
White House Staff
Tim Walters executed a fine run
failed but Fairfield held on for a
Mad Hatters
3
1
2
Aborted Batters
for his second score of the after19-0 victory.
The Hostages
3
1
2
The Wreckers
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Tourney Final

LAX TEAM LOSES TO B.U.

Golfers Dropped By URI
by Jeff Cahill
Sports Editor
In its first match of the season
last Wednesday, the Fairfield Golf
Squad was put on hold by wintery
conditions. They were defeated by
the already rolling University of
Rhode Island team which posted a
3-0 record.
Taking into consideration the
streak of bad luck the Stags have
suffered early in this year, the loss
is not significant as an indicator of
what lies ahead.
If pre-season injuries to their
top reigning golfers junior John
Flynn and sophomore Johnathan
Costa weren't enough, the untimely blizzard all but washed away any
fine tuning that might have been
achieved during pre-season workouts.
Because of the injury situation,
Stag Coach Dr. Anthony Costa
was forced to go with his less experienced players in preparing the
seven man squad for medal play.
In the nine stroke loss Wednesday to URI the average Fairfield

Softball Playoff Picture

With the intramural Softball
season in its fourth week, here are
the standings of the teams in contention for play-off spots, as of
Tuesday morning.
Yankees Division
W
L
0
Monkey Spankers
3
1
Dr. Ben Dover & the
2
1
Rat Patrol
2
1
Force-10
2
Whitesox Div.
0
Sudden Spurts
2
1
The Mocs
1
1
The JB's
1
1
The Ultimate
1
1
Cadawers
1

Ruggers Rout Georgetown

